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An air curtain is a directed jet of air separating a controlled 
space from an environment of different temperature and humidity. 
This investigation describes the development and verification of an 
eddy viscosity model which accounts for the influence of the initial 
turbulence intensity on the transfer of heat and moisture across a 
recirculated air curtain. The control of the turbulence intensity 
at the nozzle exit of an air curtain permits control of heat and 
moisture transfer and therefore the energy required to operate the 
air curtain. 
Both theoretical and experimental studies were made of the 
recirculated air curtain. An explicit finite difference scheme was 
used to solve the continuity, momentum and energy equations for an 
air curtain at an opening of a test chamber. Eddy viscosity values 
as well as the jet development length were measured and used in the 
computer program in order to calculate the velocity, temperature 
and moisture concentration distributions in the air curtain. 
Experimental measurements of the velocity distributions confirmed 
the eddy viscosity model results at various initial turbulence 
intensities and initial velocities. 
The rate of heat transfer through the air curtain was evaluated 
from the difference of energy carried into the jet at the nozzle exit 
and its recirculation back into the return duct. Numerical 
integrations were carried out at corresponding cross sections of the 
air curtain in order to evaluate the flows of energy and moisture 
at the appropriate locations. Heat transfer rates were calculated 
ii 
i i i 
for various initial turbulence intensities. Experimental data 
verified the calculated values both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Results from this investigation show that a decrease of the 
initial turbulence intensity from 14% to 1% can reduce the energy 
consumption for operating the air curtain by approximately 40%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been an increasing trend of replacing 
solid doors of many kinds of architectural buildings with air curtain 
l 
doors. In addition to these applications, air curtain doors are widely 
used on refrigerated display cases as well as protective entrances to 
refrigerated warehouses. 
An air curtain door is a stream or a combination of streams of 
air blowing across an opening at a specified velocity and angle such 
that it prevents natural circulation of the air between the inside of 
the structure and the outside of the structure. Many air curtains are 
also designed so as to prevent the penetration of cross winds. The 
number of jets, thickness, width, height as well as its initial 
velocity play important roles in air curtain performance. A heretofore 
uncertain variable in air curtain performance has been the initial 
turbulence level of the air jets. This investigation has established 
the importance of the initial turbulence intensity in determining the 
heat and moisture transfer through air curtain doors. 
Air curtains while fulfilling a basic function of a solid door, 
maintaining a different environment between inside and outside, prove 
to provide many more advantages. In obtaining a maximum traffic flow 
efficiency, a solid door must be kept open, resulting in large 
exchanges of heat, humidity, and contaminants due to natural convective 
flows and pressure differences between inside and outside. Air curtain 
doors minimize these exchanges. If the solid door is not kept open at 
times of heavy traffic flow, then it must be continuously opened and 
closed for traffic flow. The repeated opening and closing of the door 
2 
has several distinct disadvantages. Repeated opening and closing of 
solid doors will cause an added significant transfer of heat, humidity, 
and contaminants between the inside and the outside. Also, the traffic 
flow efficiency is reduced when the door must first be opened and then 
closed. In addition, for special applications such as supermarket 
display cases, the barrier of a solid door can cause a decrease in the 
purchases made by customers. Air curtain doors eliminate these 
disadvantages of the solid doors. 
An air curtain door can minimize the transfer of heat, moisture, 
dust, insects, fumes and contaminants through unprotected doorway 
openings. Besides minimizing these transfer phenomena, air curtains 
render the advantages of being more accessible from the outside, save 
valuable floor space, minimize doorway accidents, and provide an 
attractive unrestricted opening. 
Energy conservation considerations require the minimization of 
air flow between the controlled environment and the surroundings. When 
compared to an open doorway, the air curtain door provides the 
necessary restriction to air flow while maintaining optimum traffic 
flow. However, optimum design values must be found in order to assure 
the sealing power of the air curtain while minimizing the transfer of 
heat, moisture, and contaminants. 
As early as in 1904, Theophilus Van Kemmel attempted to install 
an air curtain, as depicted in Figure 1 [42], to replace the solid door. 
His patent was granted, but the unit was never successfully built and 
put into practical use. The first reported installation of an air 
curtain door was in 1916. This was installed in Switzerland and 





Figure I. Earliest Attempt For Applying an Air Door 
(Van Kemmel, 1904) 
came between 1916 and 1952, but were never very successful [42]. 
However, since the early fifties designs have improved and air curtain 
doors are now commonplace in high traffic area locations. Some 
typical applications of air curtain doors in buildings are depicted 
in Figure 2 and 3. 
Figure 2 depicts a vertical flow recirculated air curtain, with 
the air being collected in a plenum in the floor and recirculated 
through an air processing unit. This type of unit requires special 
floor construction. Figure 3 shows a typical horizontal flow 
recirculated air curtain door. In this type of installation the air 
4 
curtain door is not integrated into the building construction and could 
be added economically at some later time. 
For refrigerated display cases used in supermarkets, air curtains 
might be used as shown in Figure 4. These applications are generally 
vertical recirculated air flows in order to take advantage of the 
buoyancy effect of the cold air jet. They commonly have multiple 
angled jets so as to reduce energy consumption and improve performance. 
Air curtains are also being used as barriers to airborne 
contamination in hospital rooms and operating rooms [40]. Figure 5 
depicts a typical application. In Figure 5, air curtains are used in 
conjunction with a perforated ceiling to flood and seal the bed or 
operating area with sterile air. 
Generally, there are four basic types of air curtains in use 
today; the vertical recirculated air curtain (Figures 2, 4, and 5), the 
horizontal recirculated air curtain (Figure 3) , the vertical 
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Figure 4. Air Curtain Used in Refrigerated Display Cases 
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Sketch of the Air Curtain Used 1n this Study 
non-recirculated air curtain. 
In the non-recirculated air curtains (Figure 6) , the air curtain 
splits and spills some air back into the conditioned space, while the 
remainder spills into the surroundings. 
For many applications, the air curtain supply air may be either 
chilled or heated. The air jets in the air curtains may be single or 
9 
multiple plane jets, or a series of circular jets. In applications for 
public buildings or supermarkets where the traffic is pedestrian in 
nature, air velocity is normally maintained under 600 feet per minute 
due to the comfort requirements. However, in factories and warehouses, 
where the traffic is mainly vehicular, air velocities can go as high as 
3000 feet per minute. The higher velocities are used in these 
applications to seal the building from wind, bugs, and dirt. 
The present study is concerned with the vertical recirculated 
chilled air curtain door. The air curtain being composed of a single 
plane turbulent jet of air. A sketch of the system used is shown in 
Figure 7. Applications of this type of air curtain can be found in 
air conditioned buildings, cold storage warehouses, and refrigerated 
display cases. 
The purpose of this investigation was to find the influence of 
the initial turbulence intensities on the transfer of heat and moisture 
through an air curtain. The establishment of the influence of the 
initial turbulence intensities as well as other jet characteristics 
(velocity, thickness, length, etc.) allows the prediction of the heat 
and moisture transfer through the air curtain. With this knowledge 
the optimum design for minimum heat transfer can be determined. 
1 0 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A moderate amount of interest in air curtains has been shown 
during recent years. This interest has been due to innovative 
building and equipment design as well as concern for conserving energy 
in cooled and heated environments. 
A recent thorough review of air curtain literature was done by 
Hayes [22] . In his work, Hayes noted that until his investigation, 
there did not exist a thorough study of the transfer of heat and 
moisture through air curtains. Hayes presented an informative table 
showing contributions of various investigators who have studied air 
curtains. This tabulated form has been taken from Hayes [22] and 
brought up to date and is presented as Table 1. In this table the 
year in which the work was reported is listed in parentheses following 
the author's name. 
The first group of references listed in Table 1 pertains to the 
various design parameters involved with air curtains. A review of 
these cited works provides a good introduction to the design and 
application of air curtains. 
Franke [19] measured heat transfer across a doorway with and 
without an air curtain. He attempted to determine optimum initial 
velocities for various temperature differences and door heights. 
However, no indication was made on the influence of the jet turbulence 
on the heat transfer across the air curtain. Takahashi [57] used a 
tracer gas technique to measure air volume changes through doorways 
with and without air curtains. He indicated that these air volume 
changes caused heat and mass transfer across the air curtain. 
ll 
Table I Significant Air Curtain Investigations 
Author (Year) 












Takahashi ( 1963) 
Tamm (1963 1 1971) 


























On the design considerations of air 
curtains. 
Measured heat transfer across door-
ways, with and without air curtains. 
Used tracer gas technique to measure 
air volumes exchanged through door-
ways with and without air curtains. 
Determined streamlines of air curtain 
by combining streamlines of simple 
jet flow with streamlines of natural 
convective flow. 
Analytical and experimental studies 
of jet deflection and velocity dis-
tribution in jets under lateral side 
stream, also studied infiltration of 
gas through jet. 
Studied diffusion of airborne 
particulates through a recirculatory 
air curtain. 
Developed mathematical model for 
calculating heat transfer through a 
heated recirculatory air curtain. 
Designed analytical and experimental 
model for calculating heat transfer 
through a non-recirculatory air 
curtain. 
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However, the transfer of heat and moisture was not measured. 
Tamm [55,56] determined the streamlines of the air curtain by combining 
the streamlines of the natural convective flows across the doorway. 
By using a very laborious graphical method, he determined under what 
conditions the air curtain ruptured. However, he applied this method 
for only three conditions and no tabulated results were given. Niitsu 
and Katoh [41] have considered the velocity profiles of the jets and 
the deflection of the jet under the pressure difference across the jet. 
However, no heat transfer across the jet was measured in this work. 
Lilly [40] built an experimental model to investigate the diffusion 
of airborne contaminants through a recirculatory air curtain. The 
spreading of the diffusing jet was also discussed. The interrelation 
between the spreading and the jet turbulence was also investigated. 
Lilly found that air curtains with a minimum velocity of 40 feet per 
minute were required for patient isolators. These air curtains were 
completely effective in achieving the desired control of airborne 
contamination with minimum use of solid barriers. He also found the 
effect of particle size on particle diffusivity in the plane turbulent 
jet. Particle eddy diffusivity was found to increase with particle 
size. Larger particles had an eddy diffusivity twice as large as that 
for small particles. Heat and mass transfer were not considered in 
Lilly's investigation. 
The major contribution to the analysis of heat and moisture 
transfer through air curtains was done by Hayes [22], Hayes and 
Stoecker [23,24], Hetsroni [27], and Hetsroni and Hall [28,29]. Both 
Hayes and Hetsroni developed mathematical models for the prediction of 
1 3 
heat transfer through air curtains, however, these models assumed very 
low (less than l%) initial turbulence intensities and uniform initial 
velocity profiles. These assumptions will be quite valid for long 
{H/b > 20) air curtains, however, they are invalid for short 
0 
{H/b < 10) air curtains. 
0 
Hayes investigated the heated non-recirculated type of air 
curtain. He measured the heat transfer through the air curtain for 
various combinations of jet angles, initial velocities, and jet 
temperatures. In addition, he also measured the jet deflection 
caused by the lateral pressure difference. 
Hayes developed the deflection modulus expression to aid in 
determining what minimum amount of jet momentum is required in order 
to have a continuous air curtain across an opening. The deflection 




transverse pressure force 
Hayes reported minimum values of 0 for unbroken air curtains from 
m 
0.12 to 0.25 for heated, low turbulence jets with an angle between 
(1) 
-30° and +15° and for H/b between 10 and 100. Accurate knowledge of 
0 
minimum values for D allows optimization of air curtains in terms of 
m 
the initial velocity, thickness, and jet angle. 
Hayes reported [22] that in the initial part of his investigation 
that the air jet spread at a much greater rate than anticipated or 
reported by other investigators. The high spread rate of the jet was 
found to be due to a high (approximately 8%) level of initial 
14 
turbulence. By adding three layers of 40 mesh screen to the inlet of 
the nozzle, the initial turbulence level was reduced to less than 1%. 
Further measurements indicated the expected spread rate for the jet in 
the initial region. It was this observation by Hayes which led to 
the present investigation on the effect of the initial turbulence 
level on the heat and moisture transfer through air curtains. 
Hetstroni [27] developed a mathematical model which could be used 
to roughly estimate the heat transfer through recirculating heated air 
curtains. He did make some measurements of the turbulence intensity 
in the air curtain, however, it was always kept less than l% at the 
jet outlet. 
There are many references in the literature which are concerned 
with various aspects of plane turbulent jets. Much of this information 
is informative about the nature of jets even though it is not directly 
applicable to normal air curtain designs. An excellent summary of 
these references is given by Hayes [22] and will not be repeated here. 
There are, however, some very basic investigations as well as some 
recent investigations which are cited below. 
Abramovich [1] has summarized previous work and developed an 
extensive analysis of the behavior of turbulent jets. A basic 
contribution to the behavior of submerged low velocity jets was made 
by Albertson, Dai, Jensen, and Rouse [2]. In fact, the work by 
Albertson, et.al. was the basis for the formulations made later by 
Hetsroni. Elassar and Pandolfini [16], Elassar [17], Jenkins and 
Goldschmidt [32], Wolfshtein [60], and Wygnanski [61] reported studies 
of various aspects of solutions of the jet mixing problem. Sami [50] 
and Householder [31] investigated the diffusion of small particles 
through plane turbulent jets. 
Lee and Harsha [38]; Lee, Harsha, and Auiler [39], Launder and 
Spalding [37], Townsend [58]; and Wang and Plessis [59] investigated 
and reported on the basic mechanisms of turbulent mixing as well as 
presenting mathematical models describing certain aspects of the 
problems. Gortler [21] and Reichardt [46-49] investigated exact 
solutions from the boundary layer equations for turbulent plane jets 
with an initial turbulence intensity less than 1%. Their solutions, 
when supplied with the appropriate experimentally determined 
coefficients, yield excellent agreement between experimental and 
theoretical solutions for velocity and temperature distributions. In 
fact, Hayes [22] based his form of solution on their methods of 
analysis for predicting heat transfer through air curtains. 
In summary, the investigation of the relevant journals and 
reports revealed that no directly applicable theoretical analysis of 
the influence of the initial turbulence level on air curtain heat 
transfer was available. In addition, no information on experimental 
15 
results was found. This investigation concentrates on the role of the 




The evaluation of the heat and moisture transfer through an air 
curtain requires knowledge of the velocity, temperature, and moisture 
concentration profiles at known locations along the air curtain. Since 
air curtains are formed by combining various types of air jets into a 
desirable pattern, free jet mixing can be used in most cases for the 
development of the necessary profiles. 
Jet mixing is mixing associated with a jet of fluid issuing into 
a quiescent fluid or another stream of moving fluid. This term 
distinguishes this type of mixing process from that associated with 
wake type flows. Jet flows can be planar, cylindrical, axisymmetric 
three-dimensional, laminar, turbulent, fully developed or developing, 
with or without initial shear layers, constant or variable pressure, 
iso-energetic or non-isoenergetic, and with or without free stream 
velocity defects. Free mixing refers to an unconfined jet mixing 
without a pressure gradient. 
The present analysis is restricted to the two-dimensional (plane) 
constant pressure free mixing process. It is concerned with both the 
developing and the fully developed jet as well as with the 
iso-energetic and non-isoenergetic cases. 
The mixing of the conditional jet with the still ambient air is 
dependent on such variables as the length of the mixing region, 
initial velocity and temperature distributions, and the initial 
turbulence intensity of the plane jet. The initial turbulence 
intensity is given by 
TI ~ u 
0 
where u and U are defined in equation (2) . The regions of flow in 
0 
the plane jet are shown in Figure 8. With the proper nozzle profile 
the initial velocity profile of the jet will be uniform in the 
y direction. With proper conditioning of the air prior to the nozzle 
the turbulence intensity can be reduced to a value less than 1%. 
However, in many industrial applications it is impossible due to 
space and cost considerations to reduce the turbulence intensity to 
this value. Typical values of the initial turbulence intensity in 
existing air curtains is in the range between 0.02 and 0.20. When 
large values of the turbulence intensity exist, the jet transition 
zone is shorter in length and the mixing zones in the jet spread at 
a more rapid rate. For an initial turbulence intensity less than 1% 
the transition zone is approximately 5.2b in length [51]. As the 
0 
initial turbulence intensity increases this length is reduced. 
A. Basic Equations 
The equationswhich describe the behavior of the fluid in the 
mixing region are the Navier-Stokes equations of motion for a 
Newtonian fluid [51]. The solutions of these non-linear partial 
17 
differential equations require the specification of necessary boundary 
conditions. For turbulent flows the dependent variables such as 
velocity, pressure, and density are no longer unique functions of the 
space and time coordinates but, in addition, have a randomly 
fluctuating component. The turbulent velocities and pressures are 
Transition Zone 
(Developing Flow or 
Initial Region) 
Zone of Established 
Flow (Fully 










Figure 8. Regions of Flow in a Plane Turbulent Jet 
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given by 
u u + u 
v v + v 
(2) 
w w + w 
p p + p 
where the bar-value is the time average component and the lower case 
value is the fluctuating component. 
Application of these definitions to the Navier-Stokes equations 








au av aw 
ax 
+ 
ay + az 0 
au v au w auJ ap 2 auv auw] 2- [au (4) p[U- + + + 11'1 u - p -- + + 
ax ay az dX dX ay dZ 
av v av w avJ ap 2- [auv av 2 avw] p[U- + + 
ay + ll'l v - p -- + ay + (5) ax ay az ax dZ 
[u aw v a~ - aw ap [auw avw 2 2- ~] (6) + + w -] + ll'l w - p -- + + p ax ay az az ax ay dZ 
2 Laplace Operator 
a2 a2 a2 
where V + + 
dX 2 ay 2 az 2 
The last terms in equations 4, 5' and 6 make up the components of 
the stress tensor of the turbulent fluctuations of the velocity 
components. From these equations it can be concluded that the 
components of the mean velocity of turbulent flow satisfy the same 
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equations as those of laminar flow, except that the laminar stresses 
must be increased by additional stresses. These additional stresses 
are called apparent, virtual, or Reynolds' stresses. The details of 
the development of these equations and the implications of the 
Reynold's stresses are given by Hinze [30]. 
In order to be able to solve the turbulent Navier-Stokes equations, 
a relation between the mean velocity (U) and the turbulent fluctuation 
(u) is required. These relations are usually obtained empirically 
and form the basic content of the hypotheses concerning turbulence. 
These hypotheses usually relate the turbulent stresses in the form of 
correlation coefficients of the type 
uv 
R (7) 
and express forms for the distribution of energy in the eddy motion. 
The fundamental mechanism of turbulence creates a flow of energy from 
the mean or average motion to the secondary or eddy motion which in 
turn is dissipated into heat. 
Because of the additive nature of the Reynolds' stresses it is 
often inferred that they are caused by eddy viscosity. The total 
stresses are the sums of the laminar viscous stresses and the apparent 
or eddy stresses, however, the eddy stresses are generally much larger 
than the laminar viscous stresses. Generally, the laminar viscous 
stresses are ignored as being insignificant. 
In non-isoenergetic cases where energy transfer is important, the 
energy equation must be introduced and solved simultaneously with the 
equations of motion. Usually the turbulent temperature fluctuations 
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are not considered and the equation which is solved is that for linear 
flow but using the eddy viscosity expression (see equation (8)), 
- aT - aT 
pgC [U ~ + V -] p oX ay 
a aT a- 2 ap 
-[(k + C gA )-]+(l-1 +A) (_Q) - U-
ay p q ay T ay ax (8) 
In heterogeneous gas mixing the diffusion equation is required for 
the complete solution. It can generally be represented by 
- aa - aa pU- + pV-
ax ay 
a aa a aa 
ay(pD ay) + ax(pD a;> (9) 
The coefficients k and D are usually treated in the same manner as lJ 
in that a turbulent eddy thermal conductivity is used as well as a 
turbulent eddy diffusivity [51]. 
B. Boundary Layer Form of the Equations 
Many methods have been developed for solving the equations of 
motion, energy, and diffusion for the turbulent mixing process. The 
type of solution to be employed depends upon the specific type of 
mixing process taking place as well as the quantity and quality of the 
information required about the process. 
A very common simplification used in solving the equations applied 
to a mixing process is to adopt the well known boundary layer 
assumptions. An order of magnitude analysis of the Navier-Stokes 
equations make them more amenable to closed form and numerical 
solutions. The constant pressure turbulent boundary equation can be 
written as 
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u ~+ v~ 
a x ay 
1 dP auv 
----p dx ay (10) 
Solution of this equation requires a relation between the term 
uv and the independent variables x and y. The term uv is an important 
quantity and is sensitive to many variables in the mixing process. It 
is strongly related to the mixing region geometry; the initial velocity, 
temperature, and density differences; the initial turbulence level of 
the jet. 
This term has been simplified by use of the eddy viscosity concept 
which is 
-uv = E 
au 
ay 
and thus reduces the boundary layer type equation to 
_ .!_ dP + ~ ( E ~] 
p dx ay ay 
(11) 
(12) 
This form of the equation has been solved by many investigators for a 
variety of initial and boundary conditions, various models for the eddy 
viscosity coefficient, and by means of many diversified techniques. 
C. Incompressible Turbulent Free Jet Equations 
The plane incompressible turbulent flow of a free jet can be 
described by the boundary layer equations written in the following 
form [22] 
au av 
+ = 0 
ax ay (13) 
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Standard nomenclature is used in equations (13) and (14) and it is 
listed in nomenclature and is shown schematically in Figure 9. The 
velocity, pressure, and temperature terms used in equations (13) and 
(14) are the steady components. The additional term in the momentum 
equation (14) accounts for the buoyancy force when non-isothermal 
mixing is considered. 
In equation (14), it should be noted that the pressure gradient 
in the x-direction is neglected when free jet mixing is occurring such 
as in this investigation. In the case of turbulent flow, the turbulent 
parameters become dominant over the laminar ones. Therefore, the 
molecular viscosity, ]J, can be neglected when compared with the 
turbulent eddy viscosity, A . The momentum equation then reduces to 
T 
-au au p(U- + V-ax ay ~(A au) - pgS(T- T) ay T ay = (15) 
In the energy equation (equation (8)), the viscous dissipation 
- 2 ]J(~) , is assumed to be negligible. It is further assumed that ay term, 
the laminar thermal conductivity, k, is negligible when compared to 
the turbulent conductivity term, C gA . The energy equation is p q 
therefore reduced to 
- aT V ~) 
P <u a; + ay ~(A ~) ay q ay 
The normal boundary conditions which are applied to these 
equations are illustrated in Figure 10 and given below. 
(16) 
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Figure 10. Velocity and Temperature Boundary Conditions 
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At this point it is advantageous to look at the buoyancy term in 
equation (15) in order to assess its importance to the solution. A 
magnitude analysis can be applied to the buoyancy term, pgS(T- T
00
), 
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where Re is the Reynolds Number and Ar is the Archimede Number. The 
coefficients of the last two terms in equation (19) are defined by 
It 
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of order 8• The 
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unity 
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must be of order 8 . Substitution into 
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' d T b f h d ~ 2 d f d 1 h magn1tu e, --must e o t e or er u an Ar o or er . In t e case llRe 
under investigation here, typical values of the variables might be 
T - T 
ref = 
b 3 inches 
0 
U 800 fpm 
0 
which gives a value for Ar of 
Ar 0.00807 << 1 ( 23) 
and it is evident that the buoyancy force could be neglected for this 
analysis. Therefore, the momentum equation can be written as 
( au + -v ~) p u-ax ay _L[A ~] ay T ay 
In applying equation (24) to the non-isothermal case the mean 
(24) 
value of density should be used in order to give the most reasonable 
solutions. 
In summary, the boundary layer equations (13), (16), and (24) 
will be solved in this investigation to find the heat transfer (and 
moisture transfer through use of a similarity relation) through an air 
2 9 
curtain. 
D. Solution Techniques 
There exist many methods in the literature for solving the 
boundary layer equations. Some restrictive exact solutions for the 
velocity distribution were found by Reichardt [48] and Gertler [21]. 
For more typical boundary and initial conditions, finite difference 
techniques are necessary in order to determine velocity, temperature, 
and concentration profiles. Both forms of solution will be discussed. 
1. Reichardt's and Gertler's Solutions 
In solving equations (13) and (24) the flow is usually 
divided into two regions as depicted in Figure 8. In the 
transition or developing zone, the centerline velocity remains 
constant while farther downstream in the zone of established 
flow or similarity zone, the centerline velocity begins to 
decay. 
In obtaining a solution for the plane free jet, Gortler 
assumed that the shape of the velocity profile was of the form 
of an error function. The origin of the jet was a line source 
located at a point slightly downstream from the nozzle exit. 
Therefore, the distance x, is to be measured from this virtual 
origin rather than from the nozzle exit [21]. 
Reichardt proposed that the planar mixing process was 
governed by a partial differential equation which was similar 
to the transient heat conduction equation. The solution for the 
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velocity profile was obtained from this equation rather than 
from equations (13) and (24) [48]. 
The only difference between Gertler's and Reichardt's 
velocity profiles occurs near the edges of the jet where 
Reichardt's solution yields lower values of velocities [22]. 
Since Gertler's solution was found using a more exact method 
of analysis it is used in this investigation to represent the 
development of the ideal jet velocity profile. 
Gortler solved equations (13) and (24) using Prandtl's 
second hypothesis for the eddy viscosity 
A 
T 
PXb(U - U . ) 
max mln (25) 
where x is an experimentally determined constant, b is the width 
of the mixing zone, and U and U . are respectively the 
max mln 
velocities at a given cross section of the mixing zone. The 
mixing zone variables and geometry are shown in Figure 11. 
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Analysis of experimental data by Schlichting [51] indicated that 






In the fully developed or established flow region Gertler 
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and found that 
7.67 
From this result and equation (25), the eddy viscosity in the 






where Urn is the centerline velocity and h 112 denotes the absolute 
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curtain which he investigated. His experimental results agreed 
very well with the theoretical model as long as the initial 
turbulence level was less than l% and the initial velocity 
profile was uniform (constant across the jet at a value of U ) . 
0 
In addition, Hayes verified (for low initial turbulence levels) 
that the length of the initial region was equal to 
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xinitial 5.2b 0 (33) 
At higher levels of initial turbulence, the jet will spread 
more rapidly with respect to x and y. This causes a reduction 
in the length of the initial region as well as modifications 
in the various jet parameters. Higher initial turbulence levels 
will cause increased values of the eddy viscosity at least in 
the initial region (equation (27)) if not also in the fully 
developed region (equation (29)). Therefore, at the higher 
levels of initial turbulence intensity (2-15%) at the nozzle 
exit, the application of Gertler's solution will no longer be 
satisfactory. For more practical cases involving high initial 
turbulence, knowledge of the effect of high initial turbulence 
intensity on the eddy viscosity is necessary for determining the 
velocity profiles. With an equation for eddy viscosity, finite 
difference solutions can be employed to find velocity as well as 
temperature and concentration profiles. 
Other anomalies in the initial jet profile such as 
non-uniform velocity and temperature profiles and the presence 
of shear layers will cause deviations from the Gortler type of 
solution. However, a finite difference solution will make the 
presence of these initial anomalies amenable to solutions for 
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the various profiles of interest. 
The purpose of this investigation was to measure the eddy 
viscosity corresponding to various initial turbulence levels. 
2. Finite Difference Solutions 
The finite difference solution for the mixing process can 
be as complex as one desires depending upon the amount of detail 
required and the form of the relations between fluctuating 
velocities and mean velocities. The finite difference technique 
applied in this investigation solved both the momentum and the 
energy equation, with transformed variables, using the eddy 
viscosity as a model for fluctuating velocities. This technique 
has the advantage of giving a continuous solution for the 
complete mixing zone, taking into account non-uniform initial 
conditions and modified eddy viscosity coefficients. 
Von Mises transformation was used to introduce the stream 
function as an independent variable into the momentum equation. 
By definition, 
u lt ay v ~ dX • (34) 
The use of the stream function assures that the continuity 
equation is always satisfied. In addition, these dimensionless 
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The momentum equation, equation (24), and energy equation, 
equation (16), become parabolic types under this transformation. 
(36) 
(37) 
with the boundary conditions (See Figure 12): 
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(38) 
For the ranges of variables used in air curtain applications it 
can be assumed that Prt is a constant. In addition, for 
simplification in this analysis it is assumed that E is a 
function of E;, only. 
The distinguishing characteristic of the parabolic type of 
differential equation is that the downstream conditions are 
uniquely determined from known initial conditions and the 
applied boundary conditions. 
For the finite difference solution, a uniform rectangular 
grid was used as shown in Figure 13. The conversion of 
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where the factor M is 
M 
Similarly, equation (37) converts to the following finite 
difference equation for the downstream temperature 
T 
m+l,n 
2~ T +p2~ T +(E-p2~ -p2~ )T 
p ~m,n m,n ~m,n+l m,n+l ~m,n+l ~m,n m,n 
E 
where E is defined as 
E 
With known initial values or computed values of <f> and 
· m,n 





calculated. The calculation procedure, however, requires known 
values for Re, Pr , and a known functional relation for the eddy 
t 
viscosity. The marching technique proceeds downstream according 
to the procedure shown in Figure 14. Grid points are added to 
the mesh, during the calculation, as the mixing layer grows in 
thickness. Numerical testing of the procedure indicated that 
points should be added at m+l when either 6<f> or 6T at the edge 
change by 0.0001 from the neighboring point. 
A stability criterion due to Karplus [8] was used to 
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establish the relation between 6w, 6 ~ , andRe. This relation is 




Eddy viscosity, apparent viscosity, and turbulent viscosity 
are the various names used for the characteristic viscosity of 
turbulent mixing streams. As mentioned earlier various models 
for the eddy viscosity have been proposed and verified. 
Investigators have found that some models of the eddy viscosity 
are better than others for various combinations of geometry and 
initial conditions. 
Eddy viscosity is different from the molecular viscosity in 
that the latter is a property of the fluid only while the former 
is not just a fluid property. The value of the eddy viscosity 
depends on not only the fluid properties but also the geometry of 
the mixing process as well as the distribution of the turbulent 
eddies in the fluid. The production, convection, and dissipation 
of the fluid eddies are important in determining the magnitude 
of the eddy viscosity. However, even though eddy viscosity is 
an elusive characteristic, it plays a major role in the energy 
dissipation mechanism in the mixing region. Typical low velocity 
jet processes have a value of eddy viscosity which is three 
orders of magnitude larger than the molecular viscosity. 
An early definition of eddy viscosity was given by 
Boussinesque which is 
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-uv = s 
au 
ay (42) 
where u and v are the fluctuating components of the velocities 
in the x and y directions and U is the mean velocity in the 
x-direction. s then, is the eddy viscosity. From equation (42) 
eddy viscosity can be defined or calculated as 
-uv 
s- au (43) 
ay 
Using equation (43) to define s requires that it be used only in 
the shear layer or mixing region where the velocity gradient has 
a non-zero value. 
The term -uv, which is the correlation function of the 
fluctuating components of velocity in the x and y directions, is 
usually referred to as the turbulent shear stress or Reynolds 
shear stress. It is apparent from equation (43) that the eddy 
viscosity is strongly dependent on the velocity fluctuations. 
Another means of assessing the effects of the velocity 
fluctuations on the mixing process is to evaluate in what way the 
/2 ./;2 
levels of turbulence, -ij-- in the x-direction and U in the 
0 0 
y-direction change the basic process of mixing. Lee, et.al. 
found that the value of ~/U is about two times larger than 
0 
~/U in the mixing region. 
0 
In addition, other investigators [22,54] found that the 
spread rate of a jet depends strongly on the longitudinal 




analysis it is postulated that the eddy viscosity can be directly 
related to the initial longitudinal turbulence intensity and the 
jet velocity. This is different from Gertler's and Reichardt's 
solution where the eddy viscosity was not related to the initial 
turbulence intensity (they assumed less than l% turbulence 
intensity). 
This investigation concentrates on the experimental 
determination of the eddy viscosity in the initial region of the 
jet where the initial turbulence is greater than 1% but less than 
20%. For the zone of established flow, the level of the initial 
turbulence intensity will have only a small influence on the eddy 
viscosity. This is due to the fact that the turbulence intensity 
increases in the jet as the mixing region spreads throughout the 
jet and the secondary flow. 
E. Computation of Total Heat Transfer Through the Air Curtain 
From the set of equations given in Section III.D.2, for a given 
set of initial conditions at the nozzle exit and specified boundary 
conditions along the jet, a velocity distribution can be found at any 
location along the jet. In order to carry out this calculation, an 
expression for the eddy viscosity is required. In a like manner, the 
temperature distribution as well as the moisture concentration 
distribution can also be calculated. By appropriate applications of 
the conservation of mass, conservation of energy, and conservation of 
water vapor the heat and moisture transfer through the recirculated 
air curtain can be found. All of these procedures and steps were 
incorporated into a single computer program which has been run on the 
University of Missouri Network System (IBM 360/175). 
1. Input Conditions 
In Section III.D.2 the finite difference equations, 
equations (39) and (40) , were developed for the plane turbulent 
jet. The following initial conditions are required in the 
program. 
a. Velocity Profiles 
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An initial velocity profile given by ~ is required to start 
the calculation. ~ is the local velocity divided by a reference 
velocity which is taken as the centerline velocity of the jet at 
the nozzle exit. The velocity profile is given as a function of 
n. The velocity profiles were standardized into a set of twelve 
initial values at and between n = 0.5 and n = -0.5. All of the 
profiles used in this analysis were uniform across the jet, 
however, the program has the capability of starting with 
non-uniform profiles which might be encountered in engineering 
practice. Non-uniform initial velocity profiles can be created 
by poor nozzle design, flow deflectors upstream from the nozzle, 
or flow baffles before the nozzle exit. 
Another important application for non-uniform initial 
velocity profiles is when the air curtain is composed of multiple 
air jets. Quite often an air curtain will be made up of a 
conditioned jet of air next to an ambient air jet. In some cases 
these jets would be at different velocities. By requiring this 
form of input for the initial jet velocities, multiple jet air 
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curtains can also be analyzed with this program. 
b. Temperature Profiles 
Initial jet temperature profiles are also required for the 
air curtain analysis. These profiles are put in as T/T f' where 
re 
T is the local absolute temperature and T is the initial 
reference 
centerline absolute temperature. All of the cases analyzed for 
this investigation used uniform initial temperature profiles at 
the nozzle exit. T/T f was represented by twelve points for 
re 
-0.5 < n < +0.5 
With this mode of input multiple jet air curtains with jets at 
unequal and non-uniform temperatures can also be evaluated. 
c. Moisture Concentration Profiles 
The initial jet moisture concentration profile is input in 
the form of C/C f" C is the absolute humidity ratio in the form 
re 
of pounds of water vapor per pound of air. C f is the absolute 
re 
humidity ratio at the jet centerline at the nozzle exit. The 
initial profile for moisture concentration is represented by 
twelve points for 
-0.5 < n < +0.5 
As with the two previous profiles, this mode of input, allows 
analysis of multiple jet air curtains as well as the non-uniform 
moisture concentration profiles. 
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d. Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions for the velocity, temperature, and 
moisture concentration are required for the heat and moisture 
analysis of the recirculated air curtain. The normal boundary 
conditions for the velocity are U = 0 on both sides of the jet. 
This assumes that the air curtain jet is mixing with still, 
ambient air. For special configurations of an air curtain (small 
enclosed space) the recirculation velocity on the inside might 
be such the U ~ 0. This situation can also be analyzed by this 
program. 
The temperature boundary conditions change with the type of 
air curtain application. For refrigerators, the inside 
temperature boundary condition would approximately be equal to 
the cold space temperature. The outside temperature boundary 
condition would be the prevailing ambient temperature. For air 
conditioning applications, the inside temperature would be a 
variable, depending upon the outdoor temperature at the time of 
consideration. The outside temperature might vary between l00°F 
down to -l0°F. 
The moisture concentration boundary condition varies in a 
similar manner to the temperature boundary conditions. For 
refrigeration applications the inside boundary condition would 
normally be the value for saturated air at the space temperature. 
For summer air conditioning applications, the inside boundary 
condition would normally be the value of concentration for air at 
75°F and 50% relative humidity. For winter air conditioning, 
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the inside boundary condition would normally be the value of C 
for air at 75°F and 25% relative humidity. The outside moisture 
concentration boundary condition would be the value for the 
prevailing ambient conditions at the time of the analysis. 
e. Eddy Viscosity Equations 
For the initial region of the jet, equation (27) is used to 
represent the longitudinal variation of eddy viscosity. The 
postulated model assumes that the eddy viscosity is constant in 
transverse direction of the jet. Equation (27) can be reduced to 
A 
T I 
K Re ~ 
I 
where KI is an experimentally determined eddy viscosity 
(44) 
coefficient and Re is the initial jet Reynolds number. The method 
for determining K is described in Section V. 
I 
For the fully developed region of the jet, equation (32) was 
used to represent the longitudinal variation of the eddy 
viscosity. Equation (32) was reduced to 
K Re/f 
II 
where KII is an experimentally determined eddy viscosity 
(45) 
coefficient. A was assumed to be constant in the transverse 
TII 
direction of the jet as was A 
is given in Section V. 
T 
I 
The method for determining K 11 
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f. Stability Criterion 
Since an explicit method was used to solve the finite 
difference equations, a stability criterion was necessary in 
order to have a stable solution. The criterion used here was 
that expressed by equation (41) , 
(41) 
~~ is the marching step size ~x/b , ~~ is the normalized stream 
0 
function increment size, Prt is the Prandtl number, and £ is 
max 
the maximum value of the dimensionless eddy viscosity. A value 
for ~~ was determined for each air curtain case since the 
variables in equation (41) changed with air curtain applications. 
~~ was calculated using the definition of the stream function in 
finite difference form and was determined by the form of the 
initial velocity distribution. £ was determined using 
max 
equation (45) and the total length of the air curtain. The values 
of ~~ which were used in this analysis ranged from 
0.01 < ~~ < 0.10. 
The selection of the value of ~~ also influenced the round-off 
error associated with the solution and this effect is discussed 
in Section V. 
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g. Miscellaneous Input Values 
The following quantities were also required input for the 
evaluation of the heat and moisture transfer through the air 
curtain. 
i. Length of the Initial Region 
The value for the length of the initial region was 
determined experimentally, and ranged from 5.2b for low (less 
0 
than 1%) initial turbulence intensity to 1.45b for an initial 
0 
turbulence intensity of 15%. The determination of this value 
is discussed in Section V. 
ii. Latent Heat of Moisture 
Three values were associated with the removal or addition 
of moisture due to the air curtain. For refrigeration 
applications, where excess moisture was removed by frost 
formation, the latent heat for sublimation was used which had a 
value of 1220.6 Btu per pound of water. For summer air 
conditioning applications where the moisture is removed by liquid 
condensation, the latent heat of vaporization was used which had 
a value of 1060 Btu per pound of water. For winter air 
conditioning applications, where moisture is added at a higher 
temperature than it is condensed in the cooling application, a 
value of 1025 Btu per pound of water was used for the latent heat 
of vaporization. 
iii. Spread Rate Indicator 
Since the mixing region of the jet grows as it moves into 
the still air, grid points must be added to account for this 
growth rate. The value used for this analysis was CON = 0.0001 
(See Section III.D.2). 
iv. Ratio of Specific Heats 
For air at these conditions a value of y 1.4 was used. 
v. Prandtl Number and Reynolds Number 
For air at these temperatures and pressures the value of 
the Prandtl Number (Prt) is 0.72. For each jet configuration, 
the Reynolds number (Re) based on the initial jet conditions 
was defined. 
vi. Eddy Viscosity Coefficients 
For each case an experimentally determined value for K 
I 
and K was input for use in the calculation. II 
vii. Jet Dimensions 
The total longitudinal length (TD) of the air curtain, the 
overall transverse thickness of the initial jet (b ) , and the 
0 
width of the air curtain (w) were also defined. In order to 
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perform the mass and energy balances on the air curtain, various 
defining geometries for the initial jet are necessary. These are 
as follows 
neL location of the jet centerline at the nozzle 
nMe location of the jet edge on the conditioned side 
nwe location of the warm boundary of the conditioned jet 
nee location of the cold boundary of the conditioned jet. 
2. Intermediate Results 
At predetermined longitudinal locations along the jet the 
following profiles with respect to n are available for analysis 
and evaluation 
~: velocity profile 
T: temperature profile 
~: normalized stream function 
VOL: yolume flow rate for each 6n increment 
MASS: mass flow rate for each 6n increment 
ENERGY: energy flow rate for each 6n increment 
VAPOR: water vapor flow rate for each 6n increment 
The calculation of~' T, ~ follow directly from equations 
(39) and (40) and the discussion presented in Section III.D.2. 
The volume flow rate for each 6n increment is calculated 
indirectly using the value of 6~ and the average velocity for 
the increment. The mass flow rate through each increment is 
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calculated by finding the average density in the increment and 
multiplying this by the volume flow rate for the increment. The 




where E is the energy flow rate through the increment, m is the 
mass flow rate through the increment, and Tab f was taken to 
s. re 
be zero. From equation (46), an energy flow rate through the 6n 
increment can be calculated using the mass flow rate and the 
average temperature in the increment. This energy flow rate then 
represents the average energy relative to absolute zero. The 
vapor flow is calculated using the mass flow rate through the 
increment and multiplying this value by the average moisture 
concentration for the element. 
Since the moisture concentration distribution in the air 
curtain is governed by an equation (9) which is identical in 
form to the temperature distribution equation (8) the moisture 
concentration can be found by direct application of the results 
from the temperature distribution. This is a valid procedure 
when the turbulent Schmidt number is equal to the turbulent 
Prandtl number which is approximately true for air-water vapor 
mixtures at these temperatures and pressures. 
For a given set of temperature boundary conditions, a given 
set of moisture concentration boundary conditions, and the 
temperature profile, equation (47) is used to evaluate the 
moisture concentration profile 
c. - c 
__ l_n ______ o_u_t_(_T ___ ) 
T - T T in out ref 
(47) 
With the intermediate results and the input variables the 
heat and moisture transfer through the recirculated air curtain 
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can be evaluated. 
3. Heat and Moisture Transfer 
The evaluation of the heat and moisture transfer through the 
recirculated air curtain is made by applying the basic principles 
of conservation of mass and energy. The basic model for this 
portion of the analysis is shown in Figure 15, a diagrammatic 
representation of a recirculated air curtain. 
The conditioned air leaves the plenum chamber through the 
nozzle moving in the downward direction. At the nozzle exit it 
begins mixing with the still air within the controlled space as 
well as with the ambient air on the outside. At this point the 
mixing regions begin to form on the inside and the outside of 
the jets. If the air curtain is of sufficient length, the mixing 
regions will merge and the jet will then be in the fully 
developed region. The portion of the jet upstream of this 
merging point is called the initial region. In both the initial 
region and the fully developed region the jet grows in thickness 
due to the mixing of the entrained air on both sides of the jet. 
The growth of the width of the jet causes a spread in the 
transverse direction of the velocity, temperature, and moisture 
concentration profiles. 
This process continues until the jet flows to the return 
duct at the bottom of the controlled space. At this point the 
jet splits into three different air flows. The main or central 
portion of the jet enters the return duct to be processed and 






















Diagram for the Basic Heat Transfer Model 
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flow operation of the jet. The inner portion of the air curtain 
is spilled back into the controlled space in order to make-up 
the quantity of air which was entrained by the air curtain on 
the inside of the jet. The outer portion of air flow from the 
air curtain is spilled back to the ambient surroundings in order 
to make-up the quantity of air that was entrained by the air 
curtain on the outside. 
The exact quantities of these three streams were determined 
by applying the concept of mass conservation. Once the mass 
flow rates in the three streams are found the energy and moisture 
contents of the streams can be found. By application of the 
concept of energy conservation to these three streams, the heat 
and moisture transfer due to the air curtain can be evaluated. 
a. Mass Flow Rate Quantities 
The mass flow rate of air in the inside portion of the air 
curtain (controlled space side) is obtained by numerically 
integrating the velocity profile from the inside edge of the 
nozzle to the nozzle centerline. This is given by 
w b u 
0 0 
when p and ~ are the values at the nozzle exit. 
At the return duct location the mass flow rate of air in 
the inside portion (controlled space side) of the air curtain 





w b u p ~ dn 
0 0 
(49) 
where p and ~ are the values at the longitudinal location 
specified by TD. The quantity ~ includes the original mass 
flow on the controlled side of the jet, mF, and the entrained 
mass of air from the controlled space. 
The mass of the entrained air on the controlled space side 
is then given by equation (50) . 
m 
e 
Now, the n location which specifies the amount of mass 
spilled back into the controlled space can be found from 








Equation (51) was integrated numerically from += to the n1 
location, with p and ~ evaluated at TD, such that the right hand 
side of the equation was equal to m which was found from 
e 
equation (50). 
In a similar manner, n2 was located by continuing the 
integration at TD from n1 to n2 such that the right hand side of 
equation (52) was equal to 2~, the initial jet flow rate (if 




w b u p ~ dn (52) 
0 0 
In this procedure the mass flowing at TD between n1 and n2 is 
equal to the initial mass flow rate of the jet and is returned 
via the conditioning unit to the nozzle exit. The mass flowing 
at TD between += and n1 is spilled back into the controlled 
space to make-up for the entrained air along the air curtain. 




w b u p ~ dn 
0 0 
-= 
-=, m , 
a 
(53) 
is spilled back into the ambient region to make up the air that 
was entrained along the outside of the air curtain. 
It should be noted here, that for uniform initial velocity 
profiles that 
since symmetry was assumed for the air curtain development. 
However, for non-uniform initial velocity profiles or multiple 
jet air curtains, this would not be the case. 
The relative positions of n1 and n2 with respect to nCL is 
shown in Figure 16. Also shown in Figure 16 is a typical 
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b. Energy Flow Rate Quantities 
The energy flow rate of the initial jet at the nozzle exit 
can be found from equation (54) 
(54) 
In equation (54) , E is the energy flowing through the increment 
~n at that location. The energy flow rate at TD, where the air 
enters the return duct to be conditioned and returned to the 




E dn (55) 
The required sensible heat that must be added to or removed from 
the air curtain air stream {m ) then is 
F 
Qsensible (56) 
The amount of energy flowing back to the controlled space 






E dn (57) 
The term E can be used to estimate the direction and magnitude 
e 
of the additional sensible load on the controlled space due to 
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the presence of the air curtain at the opening. For various 
applications this can be positive or negative depending upon 
the initial profiles and the air curtain geometry. The relation 
of this quantity to the total air curtain load is discussed in 
Section V. 
The quantity of energy flowing back into the ambient space 






E dn (58) 
-00 
A typical temperature profile is depicted in Figure 17 for 
the air curtain with the relative positions of n1 and n2 . The 
energy flow quantities, EF, E ' e and E are also shown in Figure 17. a 
c. Moisture Flow Rate Quantities 
The moisutre flow rate of the initial jet at the nozzle 
exit can be found from equation (59), 
(59) 
In equation (59) C is the moisture flowing through the increment 
at the specified longitudinal location. The moisture flow at 
TD, where the air enters the return duct to be conditioned and 
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The required latent heat that must be added to or removed from 
the air curtain air stream (m ) is 
F 
Qlatent 
The amount of moisture flowing back into the controlled 





The quantity of moisture C can be used to estimate the direction 
e 
and magnitude of additional latent load on the controlled space 
due to the presence of the air curtain at the opening. For 
various applications this latent load can be positive or negative 
depending upon the initial profiles and the air curtain geometry. 
The quantity of moisture flowing back into the ambient space at 







A typical moisture concentration profile is shown in Figure 18 
for the air curtain with the relative positions of n1 and n2 . 
Also shown in Figure 18 are the moisture flow quantities C 1 C 1 F E 
C 1 and C . 
e a 
The relation of these quantities to the total air 
curtain load is discussed in Section V. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
A. Experimental Objectives 
The main purpose of the experimental segment of this investigation 
was to identify the interrelationship between the initial turbulence 
level of an air curtain and the rate of heat and moisture transfer 
across the air curtain. Of prime concern was the measurement of the 
eddy viscosity at each location along the air curtain. The measurement 
of the heat transfer through the air curtain was carried out under 
another project by Smith [53]. The heat transfer measurements 
reported by Smith were obtained for the same configurations and 
parameters of the air curtain (velocities, geometry, turbulence 
intensities) as those used to obtain eddy viscosity in this 
investigation. This allows consistent comparisons between eddy 
viscosity values and the heat transfer results. 
In addition to the experimental heat transfer results, 
theoretical values of the heat and moisture transfer through the air 
curtain were obtained using the computer program described in 
Section III.E. 
B. Air Curtain Apparatus 
The apparatus which was designed and constructed for this 
experiment is shown in schematic form in Figure 19. Photographs of 
the actual equipment and instrumentation are shown in Figures 20 and 
21. 
The air curtain chamber was constructed so as to be able to test 
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Figure 19. Schematic Diagram of Air Curtain and Air Handling Unit 
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Figure 20. Apparatus Used in this Experiment 
Figure 21. Instrumentation Used 1n this Experiment 
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full scale air curtains consistent with industrial and commercial 
applications~ For all of the tests conducted during this investigation 
the air curtain was 69 inches long (longitudinal), 62 inches wide, 
and 3 inches thick (transverse). However, the thickness of the jet 
could be varied from 0 to 20 inches by displacing the nozzle block. 
In addition, the height of the air curtain could be varied from 0 to 
69 inches by positioning the false floor and return duct. 
The test chamber was constructed with 2 inch thick plastic foam 
filled panels with metal facings. The joints of the panels were 
sealed with silicone sealer and then taped. Angle flanges were used 
at corners and other junctions for structural rigidity. The test 
chamber is 104 inches high, 66 inches wide, and 46 inches deep. 
The air was supplied to the test chamber by a blower through a 
12 inch diameter duct with one inch of fiberglass insulation around 
the duct. The blower was a single inlet centrifugal Barry Fan with 
an 18 inch impeller. It was a type BBC, size 122 SWSI, ARRGMT-2-TDCW. 
The fan was driven by a two horsepower 3 phase motor with a shaft 
speed of 1735 rpm. The motor and fan had multiple sheave pulleys 
which allowed the blower to be operated at different speeds depending 
upon the air velocity required by the air curtain. 
The supply duct to the test chamber was twelve feet long and had 
an air straightener installed near the fan exit. The air straightener 
was formed from a series of 1/2 inch diameter electrical conduits 
soldered together into a bundle. The air straightener was 12 inches 
long. At the end of the supply duct, a pitot tube was located for 
flow measurement purposes. 
The return duct was also 12 inches in diameter and had one inch 
of insulation. It brought the air from the return duct in the air 
chamber back to the processing unit for conditioning. 
Perforated steel plate (moire) was used in the test chamber for 
air distribution within the upper plenum chamber. One-eighth inch 
cell by one quarter inch deep metallic honeycomb was used to direct 
the flow in the plenum chamber down into the entrance of the air 
curtain nozzle. 
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The nozzle which was used to form the jet for the air curtain had 
an outlet size of 3 inches and was 62 inches long. The construction 
and positioning of the nozzle so as to form a uniform velocity jet is 
described in Appendix A. Screens with strips of tape were located 
upstream of the nozzle in order to generate the desired levels of 
initial turbulence. The development of the technique used for 
generation of the proper amount of initial air turbulence is also 
described in Appendix A. 
A false floor was installed in the test chamber in order to form 
a return plenum for the recirculated air. A 6 inch wide return 
opening was made in the false floor so that the air curtain air could 
be returned to the processing unit. 
The processing unit received the air from the return duct and 
passed the air over an aluminum finned evaporator coil. The air was 
cooled and dehumidified as it passed over this coil. In order to 
regulate the recirculated air temperature returning to the air curtain, 
nine 208 volt finned electric heaters were used. Each of these 
heaters were separately controlled in order to obtain the proper air 
curtain temperatures. A duct damper was installed at the entrance to 
the blower so that the air flow rate to the air curtain could be set 
at any desired velocity. 
The evaporator coil was supplied with refrigerant from a 5 Hp 
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R502 condensing unit manufactured by Copeland Inc. The condensing unit 
had a water cooled condenser. 
C. Instrumentation 
The primary quantities which were measured for this investigation 
were velocity, initial turbulence intensity, and the eddy viscosity. 
The secondary quantities which were measured for the air curtain (and 
reported by Smith [53]) were the temperatures (wet and dry bulb) and 
air flow rates. 
1. Velocity Measurement 
The jet velocities were measured using a constant temperature 
hot-wire anemometer. The arrangement for the single channel Disa 
anemometer is shown in Figure 22. The hot-wire probe was held in 
position in the air stream by the displacement mechanism, which 
is described later. 
The Disa constant temperature anemometer (55001) gave as an 
output a DC voltage from the bridge and was read using a digital 
voltmeter. The output voltage was a function of the flow 
velocity. The Disa linearizer (55010) was used to linearize the 
output signal into feet per minute. This signal from the 
linearizer was then recorded using a Honeywell x-y plotter. See 
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Appendix B for more complete details. 
The y-direction on the recorder was driven by the voltage 
from the anemometer while the x-direction was driven by the 
output voltage from the probe holder and positioner. The scale 
factors for both the x and the y directions had to be carefully 
selected and set for each test run in order to obtain complete 
and meaningful records of the velocity distributions. 
At each longitudinal location along the jet the probe could 
be positioned with the displacement mechanism. The probe was 
then traversed in the transverse direction of the jet in order to 
record the velocity profile at that longitudinal location. 
2. Turbulence Intensity Measurement 
The AC output of the main signal from the anemometer was 
indicated by the Disa RMS voltmeter. The quantity, J:2 was read 
from the meter on the voltmeter or was recorded with the x-y 
recorder. By use of the x-y recorder and RMS voltmeter, 
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 22, the turbulence 
intensity across the jet was observed. 
The formula used to calculate the turbulence intensity is 
4 ~ 
X 100 TI 2 ~ v 
1 - (~) 
vb 
where TI is the percent of velocity fluctuation, V is the 
0 





and Vb were indicated with the digital 
voltmeter. 
3. Measurement of Eddy Viscosity 
As outlined in Appendix B, the quantities which must be 
measured in order to calculate the eddy viscosity are Ed dU/dy, 
and the correlation factor RiB· These quantities were recorded 
by the instrument arrangement shown in Figure 23. The Disa 
cross-wire was held again by the displacement mechanism. The 
two wires were connected to two constant temperature anemometers. 
The existing bridge voltages from the two anemometers were 
measured and the lower of the two signals was raised to be equal 
to the higher signal E . This was accomplished by using the 
c 
Disa Auxiliary Unit 55025. Both signals were then processed by 
the first correlator (55D70) which computed the summation and 
difference of the two signals, e 5 and e 0 . The second correlator 
was used to compute the correlation factor R' AB As described 
previously, the x-y recorder was used to record the profiles of 
Ecand RiB across the jet at various longitudinal locations. 
4. Displacement Mechanism and Probe Holder 
Figure 24 is a photograph of the displacement mechanism 
which was used to hold the probe and position it at the desired 
locations in the jet. This device was used for both the 
single-wire and the cross-wire probes. The displacement mechanism 
was placed midway along the air curtain and the traversing arm 
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Figure 24. Displacement Mechanism and Probe Holder 
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could be placed at any elevation (longitudinal location for the 
jet). The probe holder could then be moved manually in the 
transverse direction through the jet. The movement in the 
transverse direction was directly related to a potentiometer 
powered by a DC power supply. The signal from the potentiometer 
provided a driving force for the x-direction on the x-y recorder. 
The accuracy of the traversing probe apparatus was ±0.01 inch. 
The two probes were located 1/2 inch apart in order to avoid 
interference with each other. This distance between the probes 
was accounted for in the recording of the results. 
5. Temperature Measurement 
The test chamber had alumel-chromel thermocouples located 
at various points of interest. Each location had a dry bulb and 
a wet bulb thermocouple. The wet bulb thermocouples were formed 
using a cotton wick material moistened periodically with water. 
A Keithly 160 millivoltmeter was used to measure the thermocouple 
voltages. Wet and dry bulb temperatures were measured at the 
locations marked by A, B, C, D, and E. (See Figure 19) . 
6. Flow Rate Measurement 
Pitot tube traverses were made at location A in the supply 
duct. Results from these traverses allowed evaluation of the 
flow of air through the supply duct. 
D. Calibration and Preliminary Measurements 
The Procedures for using the Disa equipment shown in Figure 22 
and 23 were thoroughly outlined by Pepper [45] as well as by the 
manufacturer [13,14]. These procedures were followed in connecting 
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the instrumentation and calibrating the anemometers. (See Appendix B) . 
The hot-wire anemometers were calibrated periodically with the 
Disa Calibration Wind Tunnel (Model 55041) . An incline micromanometer 
gave readings in millimeters of water which could be directly related 
to a velocity across the hot wires. From the outlined procedure in 
the instructions, a calibration curve was found for each of the 
hot-wires used in this investigation. An example is shown in 
Figure 25. From this calibration curve the non-linearity of the 
bridge voltage with air velocity is apparent. By use of the Disa 
linearizer (55010) , a linear relationship between bridge voltage 
and velocity was obtained. 
The velocity readings obtained by use of the hot-wire anemometer 
were periodically verified by using a Thermo-System Model 4100 Air 
Flow Meter. In addition, a mass flow balance was made using the 
velocity found from the pitot tube measurements in the supply duct 
and the hot-wire anemometer velocity profiles at the nozzle exit. 
These mass flow rates were always in close agreement (±5%) . 
The cross-wire probe was calibrated in a similar manner by 
considering each wire individually. The cross-wire system was also 
used to calculate the turbulence at a point in order to confirm the 
value of turbulence intensity at the same point measured by the 
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E. Test Procedures 
1. Velocity Distributions 
The desired jet velocity was obtained by adjusting the 
blower speed to the proper range and then setting the damper 
position to fix the exact velocity. The turbulence intensity 
at the nozzle exit was set to the desired level as described in 
Appendix A. The system was then allowed to run for approximately 
one-half hour in order to attain stabilized flow conditions. 
The turbulence intensity was then measured at the nozzle exit. 
Following this the probes were traversed across the jet at the 
nozzle exit recording the following variables, one at a time: 
U, E · and R' . 
c' AB 
The traversing arm was then lowered to the next longitudinal 
position three inches downstream. The same four variables were 
then measured and recorded at this location as a function of the 
transverse direction through the jet. This procedure was 
carried out until the developing region had been completely 
traversed and the probe was down into the fully developed or 
established flow regime. 
For each level of initial turbulence intensity, three 
initial velocities of the jet were tested. Five levels of 
initial turbulence intensity were measured which gave a total of 
fifteen sets of traverses for the air curtains. These test 
conditions are tabulated in Appendix A. 
2. Heat Transfer Measurements 
The exact procedure for obtaining the heat transfer results 
is given by Smith [53]. Basically, the desired flow velocity, 
initial turbulence intensity, and initial temperature were set 
by making the proper adjustments to the apparatus. Steady state 
conditions were normally obtained within two hours of operation. 
Wet and dry bulb temperatures were then taken at locations A, B, 
C, D, and E. From these measurements the sensible and latent 
heat transfer through the air curtain were found as described in 
Section III.E.3. Previous testing had allowed the evaluation 
of the tare load or heat transfer through the solid walls to be 
found. This tare load was then subtracted from the measured 
sensible load. The summation of the sensible and latent loads 
gave the total load due to the air curtain. 
3. Visual Observations 
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In order to have a visual representation of what the air 
curtain looked like as it developed, smoke photography was 
attempted. This was done by using vapor generated from the 
presence of liquid nitrogen in the plenum chamber. The procedure 
used was to open the front of the plenum chamber and fill 
several pans with liquid nitrogen. The chamber was closed and 
then the blower was turned on. 
Photographs were taken looking at a cross section of the air 
curtain at different locations along the longitudinal axis of the 
air curtain. The results of this visual analysis are discussed 
in Section V.E. 
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The basic results which were sought in this investigation 
included; Velocity distributions, eddy viscosity values in the air 
curtain jet, coefficients of the equations for eddy viscosity in both 
flow regimes, and finally theoretical calculations of the heat and 
moisture transfer through air curtains. The measured or derived 
experimental values require comparisons with previously reported 
results as well as theoretical verification. The theoretical 
calculations which result from applications of the experimental 
results must also be verified. 
In what follows these results, applications, and verifications 
will be made. Resulting discrepancies will be explained where 
possible. 
A. Velocity Distribution 
1. Experimentally Measured Velocity Distributions 
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The results from the velocity traverses which were described 
in Section IV.E.l have been tabulated in Tables II.l through 
II.S. The results presented in these tables have been averaged 
for the three initial velocities of the jets which were tested. 
As described in Appendix C, the accuracy of the velocity 
measurements changed with initial turbulence intensity and 
velocity. The variation in ¢ in Tables II.l through II.S varied 
at most ±10% for each value of ~ at the specified n location. 
Table II.l contains the results of the velocity distribution, ¢, 
Table II.l Velocity Distribution, U/U at TI 1% 
0 
n s = 1 s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 s = 5 
0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.99 0.985 
0.2 1.0 0.999 0.992 0.98 0.960 
0.3 0.995 0.987 0.963 0.94 0.910 
0.4 0.980 0.970 0.880 0.865 0.830 
0.5 0.800 0.760 0.73 0.725 0.72 
0.6 0.33 0.48 0.52 0.545 0.6 
0.7 0.120 0.23 0.3 0.385 0.47 
0.8 0.08 0.11 0.18 0.265 0.34 
0.9 0.055 0.08 0.12 0.175 0.24 
1.0 0.035 0.055 0.06 0.125 0.16 
1.1 0.025 0.04 0.045 0.099 0.14 
1.2 0.02 0.03 0.035 0.085 0.115 
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Table II.2 Velocity Distribution, U/U , at TI 4% 
0 
t;, = 1 t;, = 2 t;, = 3 t;, = 4 t;, = 5 
0.1 1.0 0.99 0.980 0.97 0.945 
0.2 0.993 0.986 0.975 0.95 0.93 
0.3 0.982 0.965 0.945 0.91 0.880 
0.4 0.94 0.90 0.865 0.845 0.825 
0.5 0.778 0.74 0.732 0.74 0.745 
0.6 0.357 0.5 0.548 0.60 0.630 
0.7 0.145 0.275 0.365 0.470 0.520 
0.8 0.092 0.185 0.246 0.345 0.420 
0.9 0.065 0.130 0.185 0.255 0.330 
1.0 0.045 0.090 0.135 0.195 0.242 
1.1 0.030 0.065 0.09 0.150 0.20 
1.2 0.028 0.05 0.07 0.125 0.16 
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Table II.3 Velocity Distribution, U/U , at TI 7% 
0 
n E, = 1 E, = 2 E, = 3 E, = 4 E, = 5 
0.1 0.995 0.980 0.950 0.925 0.89 
0.2 0.985 0.970 0.942 0.905 0.87 
0.3 0.975 0.945 0.910 0.870 0.835 
0.4 0.940 0.90 0.847 0.820 0.795 
0.5 0.765 0.74 0.731 0.73 0.727 
0.6 0.385 0.515 0.575 0.61 0.650 
0.7 0.185 0.315 0.405 0.49 0.560 
0.8 0.11 0.22 0.290 0.385 0.480 
0.9 0.077 0.16 0.22 0.3 0.40 
1.0 0.052 0.12 0.170 0.25 0.335 
1.1 0.035 0.085 0.130 0.2 0.290 
1.2 0.027 0.065 0.105 0.175 0.25 
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Table II.4 Velocity Distribution, U/U , at TI 10% 
0 
n E; = 1 E; = 2 E; = 3 E; = 4 E; = 5 
0.1 0.99 0.955 0.920 0.880 0.835 
0.2 0.978 0.940 0.910 0.865 0.830 
0.3 0.940 0.905 0.870 0.835 0.810 
0.4 0.871 0.850 0.820 0.790 0.775 
0.5 0.753 0.740 0.730 0.730 0.730 
0.6 0.395 0.5 0.592 0.63 0.680 
0.7 0.210 0.33 0.440 0.52 0.610 
0.8 0.126 0.23 0.330 0.44 0.540 
0.9 0.087 0.174 0.265 0.375 0.475 
1.0 0.06 0.13 0.205 0.322 0.420 
1.1 0.04 0.095 0.165 0.275 0.375 
1.2 0.024 0.070 0.135 0.238 0.33 
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Table 11.5 Velocity Distribution, U/U , at TI 14% 
0 
ll [, = 1 [, = 2 [, = 3 [, = 4 [, = 5 
0.1 0.99 0.97 0.89 0.83 0.8 
0.2 0.97 0.95 0.87 0.82 0.795 
0.3 0.93 0.885 0.83 0.805 0.78 
0.4 0.84 0.795 0.78 0.78 0.76 
0.5 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.745 0.73 
0.6 0.43 0.54 0.63 0.685 0.7 
0.7 0.23 0.42 0.51 0.555 0.66 
0.8 0.135 0.32 0.38 0.47 0.61 
0.9 0.095 0.24 0.3 0.375 0.55 
1.0 0.065 0.17 0.23 0.325 0.5 
1.1 0.04 0.12 0.19 0.27 0.44 
1.2 0.025 0.08 0.15 0.25 0.38 
84 
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for the air curtain jet with initial velocities of 400, 800, 
1200 FPM and an initial turbulence intensity of 1%. Values are 
given for five downstream locations within the developing region. 
Table II.5 contains similar results except that the initial 
turbulence intensity was 14%. 
Some of these results are plotted in Figures 26 and 27. 
Not all of the results are plotted in these figures for the sake 
of clarity. Figure 26 contains data from Table II.l for the 1% 
initial turbulence intensity case. It can be seen that all of 
the profiles are in the initial or developing region of the jet. 
At ~ = 5 the centerline (n = 0.0) velocity is almost starting 
to decay. At ~ = 1 and ~ = 3 the jet still has part of its 
initial uniform velocity distribution. It is also important to 
note from these results that the initial jet is growing in width 
as it travels away from the nozzle. Defining the edge of the jet 
to be at the location where ¢ = 0.1 (10% of its initial velocity), 
the width grows from n = -0.7 at~= 1 ton= -0.94 at~= 3 and 
finally to n = -1.14 at ~ = 5. This type of growth results from 
the transfer of momentum from the high velocity core of the jet 
to the still ambient air initially surrounding the jet. 
Figure 27 shows the results from Table II.5 where the 
initial turbulence intensity was 14%. At ~ 1 the air curtain 
jet was still within the initial region since ¢ at the centerline 
was equal to one. However, for ~ = 3 and ~ = 5 the jet has moved 
into the similarity or fully developed region. For ~ = 3, the 
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Figure 26. Velocity Profiles at Different Locations 
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Figure 2 7. Velocity Profiles at Different Locations 
with Tl = 14 cyo 
equal to 0.8. It should also be noted in Figure 27 that the jet 
has become wider at each value of ~ when compared to the 
corresponding values for an initial turbulence intensity of 1%. 
This behavior demonstrates the importance of the initial 
turbulence intensity in controlling the growth of the width of 
the jet in the initial region. 
Similar results were found for the intermediate levels of 
initial turbulence intensity. 
2. Decay of the Centerline Velocity in Air Curtain Jets 
The value of the velocity at the centerline of the jets was 
found for each case of initial turbulence intensity. These 
results have been tabulated in Table III. Scanning this table 
shows that an apparent effect of initial velocity exists for all 
cases of initial turbulence intensity. The lower velocities 
exhibiting a lower centerline velocity at each value of ~ for 
each value of initial turbulence intensity. This is apparently 
due to the fact that for a given level of initial turbulence 
intensity, lower velocity jets will be affected to a greater 
extent by velocity fluctuations than will higher velocity jets. 
From observation of Table III it is immediately evident 
what effect the initial turbulence intensity has on not only the 
decay of the centerline velocity but also the length of the 
initial region. At 1% initial turbulence intensity, X is IR 
approximately five whereas for 14% initial turbulence intensity, 
88 
XIR is approximately equal to one and one-half. In a similar way 
TI = 1% 
t;, Velocity, FPM 
400 800 1200 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
4 0.995 1 1 
5 0.99 0.995 1 
6 0.94 0.96 0.97 
-
Table III Centerline Velocities in Air Curtain Jets 
¢ = U /U 
m o 
TI = 4% TI = 7% TI = 10% 
Velocity, FPM Velocity, FPM Velocity, FPM 
400 800 1200 400 BOO 1200 400 800 1200 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0.99 1 1 0.96 0.98 1 
0.99 0.99 1 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.89 0.92 0.98 
0.94 0.97 0.975 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.85 0.87 0.90 
0.93 0.90 0.92 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.78 0.82 0.87 
TI = 14% 
Velocity, FPM 
400 800 1200 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0.95 0.96 0.98 
0.95 0.88 0.93 
0.84 0.84 0.86 
0 . 78 0.81 0.81 
0.7 0.72 0.75 
00 
1..0 
¢ at the centerline at ~ = 6 is approximately equal to 0.96 for 
1% initial turbulence while for 14% initial turbulence it is 
equal to 0.72. 
For each turbulence intensity value, averages of ¢ were 
taken for the three velocity values. These results have been 
plotted in Figure 28 in order to demonstrate the nature of the 
decay process of the jet. The ideal jet centerline velocity is 
also shown as taken from Hayes [22]. Equation (33) indicates 
that for approximately l% initial turbulence intensity, that the 
centerline velocity would begin to decay at ~ = 5.2 which is 
very close to the experimental results. Also, equation (30) 
shows that U /U should decay as the reciprocal of the square 
m o 
root of ~ which is closely followed by all of the experimental 
results. 
The most significant result found from Figure 28 is that 
90 
the centerline velocity decays in the same manner in the developed 
region irregardless of the amount of initial turbulence intensity. 
The only difference is that the initial region is shortened by 
the presence of large amounts of initial turbulence and would be 
eliminated if the initial turbulence was at approximately 20%. 
3. Finite Difference Solutions for Velocity Profiles 
The technique and equations derived in Section III.D.2 were 
used to calculate jet velocity distributions at various ~ 
locations in the air curtain jets. For all of these evaluations 
the initial turbulence intensity was assumed to be equal to or 
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Figure 28. Decay of Centerline Velocity in the Air Curtain Jet 
\0 
...... 
less than 1%. This allowed the use of equations (29) and (32) 
to express the eddy viscosity in the initial and fully developed 
regions respectively. 
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The results for the initial region are shown in Figure 29 
for ~ = 1, 3, 5. These three profiles are similar in shape to 
those given in Figure 26, however the finite difference profiles 
are slightly thinner than the measured profiles. This would be 
expected since the theoretical results are for initial turbulence 
intensities less than 1%, whereas the experimental results 
averaged approximately 1%. 
The results for the fully developed region are shown in 
Figure 30 for ~ = 10, 20, and 30. These appear to by typical 
profiles for the fully developed region. 
For informational purposes, the temperature profiles at 
~ = 10, 20, and 30 are shown in Figure 31. This set of curves 
demonstrates how the temperature spreads as the jet passes 
through the fully developed region. The temperature at the jet 
centerline is also seen to increase (since it was a chilled jet) 
as it goes from ~ = 10 to ~ = 30. 
The finite difference velocity profiles have been plotted 
in Figu~e 32 using the same variables as used by Gertler [21]. 
Equation (26), the theoretical velocity profile in the initial 
region, has also been plotted. The agreement between the finite 
difference results and the theoretical equation is quite 
satisfactory. The deviations between the various results shown 
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used to define the initial velocity profiles for the finite 
difference solutions. In addition, it should be kept in mind 
that equation (26) was derived using experimental data obtained 
at much higher jet velocities. There could very well be a 
velocity effect (as noted in Table III) on the empirical mixing 
coefficient which has not been incorporated into equation (26) . 
Figure 33 contains a comparison of the finite difference 
solutions for the velocity profiles in the fully developed region 
of the jet with the theoretical equation (equation (28)) for the 
velocity profiles. The theoretical curve in Figure 33 is the 
- -
ratio of U/U to U /U for each n and ~ location. The agreement 
o m o 
between the finite difference results and the theoretical 
equation is seen to be excellent. 
The previous results indicate that the finite difference 
procedure for calculating velocity and temperature distributions 
in the initial and fully developed regions of a jet are valid 
and accurate. Other test cases have been run using the computer 
program and the following summary indicates the results of the 
test cases. 
i. A valid procedure is being used and there are no 
apparent errors in the program. 
ii. There are no apparent inconsistencies in the 
development of the velocity and temperature profiles 
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iii. Predetermined eddy viscosity coefficients 
(experimental) can be used satisfactorily. The values 
for low initial turbulence intensities (1%), 
KI = 0.0013 and K = 0.0102 yield excellent results. II 
iv. A value of the spread rate parameter equal to 0.0001 
is sufficient for the growth of the jet. 
v. The velocity and temperature profiles spread at the 
expected rates as reported by Schlicting [51] and 
Hayes [22] for the low initial turbulence intensity 
case. The calculated profiles agree to within ±8% of 
published values for this type of jet. This close 
agreement is exceptional considering that the 
published data must be extrapolated for low velocity 
jets which are considered here. 
vi. The jets decay at the centerline at a rate equal to 
that measured by other investigators [22] for a 
uniform initial velocity distribution. 
vii. Non-uniform initial velocity and temperature profiles 
can be accommodated by the program. 
4. Length of the Initial Region 
From the series of measured velocity profiles the length of 
the initial regions for high initial turbulence intensities were 
found. These results have been tabulated in Table IV. These 
results are plotted in Figure 34 for all three initial jet 
velocities. As expected, for this type of measurement, a large 
100 
Table IV Length of the Initial Region 
-
u 0, FPM TI, % x/b X IR' 0 
400 1.7 5.6 
400 4.5 2.8 
400 7.0 2.4 
400 10.0 3.7 
400 14 1.4 
800 1 4.2 
800 4 3.2 
800 7 2.9 
800 14 1.9 
1200 1 5.5 
1200 4 4.7 
1200 10 2.1 
1200 14 1.7 
71 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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amount of scatter is present in the data. However, a definite 
trend is noted and a line representing this data has been drawn 
102 
in Figure 34. This line was found using the linear least squares 
technique. Also shown in this figure are two values found from 
the work of Hayes [22] and the current results substantiate his 
two points. The results of extrapolating the lines in Figure 28 
to the beginning of the fully developed region are also indicated 
in Figure 34. Again, confirmation of the given variation of XIR 
with initial turbulence intensity is found. As shown in 
Figure 34, extrapolation of this line to zero length of the 
initial region gives a value of initial turbulence intensity of 
20%. This result confirms the reported measurements of Spencer 
and Jones [54] who indicated that the turbulence intensity along 
the centerline of the fully developed jet stayed at a value of 
19% to 22%. 
B. Eddy Viscosity Calculations 
According to the procedure described in Appendix C the maximum 
eddy viscosity was calculated at each location along the jet. This 
was done for initial velocities of 400, 800, and 1200 FPM. These 
values have been tabulated in Tables V.l through V.3. 
1. Effect of Initial Turbulence Intensity on Eddy Viscosity 
The data from Tables V.l through V.3 have been plotted in 
Figures 35, 36, and 37 for 400, 800, and 1200 FPM velocity. At 
each of these velocities, the initial turbulence intensity has 
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Table V.l Eddy Viscosity at Velocity of 400 FPM, E x 102ft 2/sec 
Turbulence Intensity, % 
x/b 
0 1 4 7 10 14 
0 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.48 
1 0.28 0, 51 0.75 0.91 1.12 
2 0.58 0.80 1.23 1.48 2.7 * 
3 0.80 1.30 1.85 - 2.84* 
4 1.08 1.58 2.47 3.22* 4.43* 
5 1.30 2.05* 2.8* 3.7 * 5.5 * 
*These values are in the main region. 
Table V.2 Eddy Viscosity at Velocity of 800 FPM, E x 102ft 2/sec 
Turbulence Intensity, % 
x/b 
0 1 4 7 10 14 
0 0.05 0.15 0.35 0.8 0.95 
1 0.65 1.15 1.61 1.45 2.9 
2 1.31 1.83 3.3 3.85 5.0 * 
3 1.09 3.07 3.8 5.2* 6.73* 
4 1.58 3.70 4.9* 4.7* 9.4 * 
5 1.79 5.2* 6.2* 8.8* 10.6 * 
*These values are in the main region. 
Table V.3 Eddy Viscosity at Velocity of 1200 FPM, E x l02ft 2/sec 
Turbulence Intensity, % 
x/b 
0 1 4 7 10 14 
0 0.58 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.2 
1 1.0 1.70 2.5 1.3 4.77 
2 1.45 2.90 3.8 7.2 5.45* 
3 1.68 4.57 6.6 5.7* 8.9 * 
4 2.37 5.4 5.85* 7.2* 12.3 * 
5 2.70 6.65* 8.5 * 10.5* 15.5 * 
*These values are in the main region. 
been used as parameter. 
Observation of these plots reveals that the only indicated 
relationship between E and x/b is the linear one with TI as a 
0 
parameter. In all cases, increased TI results in an increased 
dependency of E on x/b . 
0 
2. Effect of Initial Velocity on Eddy Viscosity 
104 
The data from Tables V.l through V.3 have also been plotted 
for constant values of initial turbulence intensity with initial 
velocity as a parameter. This appears in Figures 38 through 42. 
Careful examination of these plots indicates that the velocity 
effect is consistent at each level of initial turbulence 
intensity. At a given value of x/b the relative change in E 
0 
with velocity is approximately equal for each value of initial 
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Figure 35. Eddy Viscosity at U 0 = 400 ft/min 
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Figure 36. Eddy Viscosity at U0 = 800 ft/min 
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Figure 37. Eddy Viscosity at U0 = 1200 ft/min 
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Figure 38. Eddy Viscosity at Tt = 1 % 
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Figure 39. Eddy Viscosity at Tl = 4cyo 
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Figure 40. Eddy Viscosity at Tl = 7 4Yo 
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Figure 41. Eddy Viscosity at Tl = 10% 
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Figure 42. Eddy Viscosity at Tl = 14% 
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turbulence intensity. This effect is carried in the relationship 
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Taking only the results for the initial region from Tables V.l, 
V.2, and V.3 and evaluating E/U b at each x/b and TI and 
0 0 0 
plotting E/U b versus x/b with TI as a parameter, a straight 
0 0 0 
line can be passed through the resulting data points. Evaluating 
the slopes of these five lines (1%, 4%, 7%, 10%, and 14% initial 
turbulence intensity) the constant KI in equation (65) is found. 
These values of KI are plotted in Figure 43 as a function of TI. 
A linear equation by use of the least squares technique of the 
form 
0.00135 + 0.0003107 (TI) (66) 
resulted from these calculations. The published value for 
KI [21] for less than 1% initial turbulence intensity is 0.00137. 
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relationship resulting from this investigation. This result 
validates the assumption previously made that K is a linear 
I 
function of the per cent of initial turbulence intensity. 
3. Calculation of Eddy Viscosity in the Fully Developed Region 




Rewriting equation (31) as 
a x 
and substituting this result into equation (67) yields 
s . 




which can be rearranged to yield equation (68) 
s . 





Some values for a were found by plotting b 112 versus x for 
the test results which had measured velocity distributions in 
the fully developed region. These results are given in Table VI 
along with the resulting values from the equation for s . 
ma1n 


















Table VI Eddy Viscosity in Fully Developed Region 
TI, % u (FPM) a E 
main K 0 II 
7 400 0.1333 0.0197 /i- 0.01183 
0 
10 1200 0.0980 0.0348 h 0.00970 
0 
14 400 0.1413 0.0209 li- 0.01250 
0 
Comparing the results of Table VI and with equation (69) , 
the value for KII can be evaluated and is tabulated in Table VI. 
For the 7% and 10% initial turbulence intensities the 
average value forK is 0.0118 which compares very closely with 
II 
the previously published value [21] of 0.0102 (See equation (32)). 
These limited measurements indicate then that the amount of 
initial turbulence intensity has negligible affect on the eddy 
viscosity value for the fully developed jet region. This result 
is expected since the turbulence intensity in the developing jet 
117 
increases until the fully developed region is established and 
then remains relatively constant. The higher the initial 
turbulence intensity the sooner the flow becomes fully developed. 
C. Computed Velocity Distributions Using Experimental Coefficients 
With the experimental values for KI, KII' and XIR' the developed 
computer program described in Section III.D.2 can be used to calculate 
the velocity distributions in the developing and fully developed 
regions. In Figure 44 the experimental velocity profiles in the 
initial region have been replotted for an initial turbulence intensity 
of 1%. Using K from Figure 43, velocity profiles were calculated 
I 
using equation (44) to express the eddy viscosity variation. These 
values have also been plotted in Figure 44. The agreement between 
the calculated and measured values of the velocity distributions is 
excellent. This represents additional verification of the calculation 
technique and the use of the eddy viscosity model for this flow 
calculation. 
In Figure 45, the experimental velocity profiles in the initial 
and fully developed regions have been replotted for 14% initial 
turbulence intensity. Using KI from Figure 43, XIR from Figure 34, 
and KII = 0.0118 corresponding to 14% initial turbulence, the computer 
program was used to calculate velocity profiles. These results have 
been plotted in Figure 45. The agreement between calculated and 
measured velocity is seen to be satisfactory. The shapes of the 
profiles are quite similar. The deviation between the magnitudes of 
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K 1 X 1 and K as well as the experimental error in measuring I IR II · 
velocity profiles at a high turbulence intensity. 
Additional verification of the eddy viscosity models (equations 
(44) and (45)) used here can be shown by looking at the computed 
centerline velocity for the jet. For an initial turbulence intensity 
of 14% the computer program was used to calculate velocity 
distributions using the experimentally determined parameters K 1 K 1 I II 
and XIR. The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 46. The 
rate of decay is the same as that for the low turbulence case and 
follows the form given by equation (30). Comparison of these results 
with those given in Figure 28 shows excellent agreement between 
calculated and measured values of centerline velocity decay. 
D. Heat and Moisture Transfer Through Air Curtains 
Smith [53] made measurements of the total heat transfer through 
recirculated chilled air curtains using the apparatus described in 
Section IV.B. The procedure for taking data for the heat and moisture 
transfer data was described in Section IV.E. and Reference [53]. 
The test case of Smith selected for comparison with this model 
and procedure had the following values: 
Initial jet velocity: 700 feet per min. 
Temperature difference across air curtain: l5°F 
Air curtain length: 68 inches 
Air curtain width: 5 feet 
Initial jet thickness: 3 inches. 
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various levels of initial turbulence intensity. These results are 
given in Table VII. 
The developed computer program and technique for finding the 
combined sensible and latent heat transfer through a turbulent air 
curtain was described in Section III.E. The experimental values for 
KI, KII' and XIR were used in the program in order to calculate the 
sensible and latent heat transfer. The results from the program are 
given in Table VII. 
u 
0 
Table VII Measured and Calculated Total Heat 
Transfer Through an Air Curtain 
700 FPM, b 
0 
3 ins. , llT l5°F, Height 
TI, % KI XIR KII 
(Btu) 
Qexp hr 
0.0 0.00137 5.2 0.0102 -
1.4 0.0018 4.8 0.012 12,250 
3.3 0.0023 4.4 0.012 14,600 
5.3 0.0030 3.8 0.012 15,800 
8.9 0.0041 2.9 0.012 15,000 
12.9 0.0053 2.0 0.012 16,350 










The results given in Table VII have been plotted in Figure 47. 
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The calculated values are represented by the solid line. The agreement 
between calculated total heat transfer and measured total heat transfer 
is satisfactory. (See Appendix D for heat transfer error analysis.) 
.. 
.&:. 
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Figure 47. Comparison of Experimental Heat Transfer with Eddy 





From Figure 47 two important results are seen. First, the 
experimentally determined parameters measured in this investigation 
can be used in conjunction with the finite difference program to 
compute total heat transfer through air curtains with high initial 
turbulence intensities. Second, air curtains with 12.9% initial 
turbulence intensity have 33% more total heat transfer than if the 
same air curtain had less than 1% initial turbulence intensity. This 
additional penalty of more energy required for high initial turbulence 
intensities in air curtains should be of concern to designers and 
users of these devices. 
The heat transfer result from the computer calculations for 0% 
initial turbulence intensity can be compared approximately to a 
result obtained by Hayes [22]. Of the total heat transfer of 
11,560 Btu/hr, 6525 Btu/hr is sensible heat transfer and 5035 Btu/hr 
is latent heat transfer. Calculation of Nu/Pr Re for the sensible 
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0.46 
for H/b = 22.7. From Hayes [22], for a non-recirculated and heated 
0 
air curtain, the measured value of Nu/Pr Re was 0.41. Considering the 
difference in the nature of the two air curtains this is remarkable 
agreement for the heat transfer. 
E. Visual Observations 
As described in Section IV.E.3 vapor or fog photographs were 
taken of the air curtain. A representative photograph is shown in 
Figure 48. The jet was moving with an initial velocity of 400 FPM 
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and an initial turbulence intensity of approximately 4%. As indicated 
in Figure 48 the results from this technique were not very satisfactory. 
This was due to the fact that the liquid mist was vaporizing and 
disappearing as it moved along with the air curtain. This makes 
interpretation of the photographs extremely difficult and of 
questionable validity. It cannot be determined from observation of 
the photograph whether the edge of the jet was as rough as indicated 
or if it appeared that way due to the vaporization of the water mist 
in the air curtain. 
The photographs which were taken were useful in a qualitative 
way. Jet growth could be observed in some cases as well as the 
deflection of the jet when the initial velocity was reduced to a 
value below the minimum for a continuous air curtain. 
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Figure 48. Side View of the Air Curtain (400ft/min) 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the theoretical and experimental analyses carried out 
during this investigation the following conclusions can be made. 
1. The proposed eddy viscosity model can be used in low velocity 
air curtains to relate turbulent mixing to heat and moisture 
transfer. 
2. The eddy viscosity in the initial region of the air curtain 
is strongly affected by the level of the initial turbulence 
intensity and can be represented by 
where KI is given by 
KI 0.00135 + 0.0003107 (TI). 
3. The length of the initial region of the air curtain is 
strongly affected by the level of the initial turbulence 
intensity and is given by 
XIR 5.39 - 0.266 (TI) 
4. The eddy viscosity in the fully developed region of the air 
curtain is not strongly affected by the level of the initial 
turbulence intensity. For air curtains with initial 
velocities between 400 FPM and 1200 FPM the eddy viscosity 
can be represented by 
0.0118 Re If 
5. The developed finite difference technique can be used in 
conjunction with experimentally determined eddy viscosity 
values to calculate velocity, temperature, and moisture 
concentration profiles along the longitudinal axis of the 
air curtain. The calculated profiles can in turn, be used 
to calculate the sensible, latent, and total heat transfer 
through air curtains. This can be done for high or low 
initial turbulence intensity levels. 
6. Significant quantities (30%-40%) of energy can be saved by 
reducing the initial turbulence intensity from 15% to 1%. 
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The following recommendations are made in order to expand and 
clarify the analysis of heat and moisture transfer through air curtains. 
a. Investigate what, if any, effect temperature difference has 
on the proposed eddy viscosity model. 
b. Extend the velocity and initial jet thickness ranges to 
cover all types of air curtains. 
c. Perform additional heat transfer tests on air curtains to 
provide a broader range of verification. 
d. Investigate what effect the return duct design has on heat 
and moisture transfer through recirculated air curtains. 
e. Determine experimentally the values of minimum deflection 
modulus for chilled and heated recirculated air curtains. 
f. Investigate practical ways of reducing the amount of initial 
turbulence intensity in air curtains. 
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g. Carry out a complete computer analysis of chilled and heated 
recirculated air curtains covering a wide range of 
velocities, thicknesses, lengths, initial turbulence 
intensities, and temperature differences. 
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APPENDIX A 
ADJUSTMENT OF THE INITIAL VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
The two most important quantities to be established for the 
experimental investigation were the initial velocity distributions 
and the initial turbulence intensities of the jet. This was 
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important so that initial and boundary conditions were of known values 
and compatible with theoretical initial and boundary condition 
results. The boundary conditions are given by equations (17) and are 
depicted in Figures 9 and 10. Of prime concern was obtaining a 
uniform initial velocity profile so that the measured eddy viscosity 
values had some meaning. 
In order to obtain a uniform initial velocity profile the air 
must be evenly distributed inside the plenum chamber before reaching 
the nozzle. The nozzle had to be constructed in such a way as to 
avoid boundary layer effects and a vena contracta. 
The generation of initial turbulence in the air stream was also 
most important for this investigation. Turbulence was created by 
breaking the air into small segments or eddies which fluctuated at 
frequencies from 10 to 100 kilocycles per second. These fluctuations 
in velocity were caused by one or more layers of screens. The screen 
construction varied in mesh and wire size so as to create various 
sizes and distributions of eddies. 
The relation between screen mesh and wire size and the uniformity 
of the velocity profiles had to be determined by trial and error. 
Using large mesh sizes for the screen (in order to create low 
turbulence levels) caused plenum pressure changes which resulted in 
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non-uniform velocity distributions. Variations in nozzle design also 
produced non-uniform initial velocity profiles as well as non-uniform 
distribution of turbulence intensity across the jet. 
I. Adjustment of the Initial Velocity Profiles 
As indicated in Figure 19, the plenum chamber was constructed in 
such a way that the air from the supply duct was turned and evenly 
distributed by the moire and the honeycomb. This involved several 
weeks of trials using various combinations of deflectors, perforated 
sheets, and honeycomb panels. 
Several attempts at a nozzle design were made using the 
configuration which is shown in Figure A.l. Three sizes of nozzles 
were built and tested for a width of b varying between 2 and 12 
0 
inches. The various combinations of r and k are given in Table A.l. 
Table A.l Nozzle Dimensions 
No. r (in.) k (in.) 
1 3/4 1/2 
2 2-1/4 1-1/2 
3 5 2 
The velocity profiles which were obtained from these nozzles had 
the general form as shown in Figure A.2. The velocity reached peak 
values on each side of the nozzle and attained a minimum velocity near 
the centerline of the nozzle. With the jet width at 3 inches the 
variation In the velocity from maximum to minimum was approximately 
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Figure A.l. Construction of the Nozzle (End View) 
Peak Velocity 
Figure A.2. Pre I i minary Velocity Profile 
25% for nozzle 1, 5% for nozzle 2, and 15% for nozzle 3. From these 
results the dimensions of nozzle 2 were selected for the experiments 
carried out during this investigation. 
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Tests conducted at various velocities with nozzle 2 gave a fairly 
flat velocity profile with a variation of velocity between 2-10%. 
Some additional deflection was required in the plenum chamber in order 
to make the nozzle velocity distribution symmetric about its centerline. 
The reason that this was necessary was due to the design of the plenum 
chamber and the restriction on size and location of the air curtain 
chamber in the room where the facility was located. 
is discussed later. 
II. Adjustment of Initial Turbulence Intensity 
This deflection 
The plenum air flow was passed through a single screen or a 
combination of screens before entering the nozzle. This was done in 
order to break up large flow disturbances generated by turning the 
flow in the plenum chamber as well as to create a level of uniform 
turbulent motion. Larger screen mesh numbers gave smaller levels of 
initial turbulence intensity. As an example, with nozzle 2 and a 
velocity of 530 feet per minute the turbulence intensity at the nozzle 
exit was 10% without any screen. For the same conditions except with 
one layer of 32 mesh screen the turbulence intensity was 2%; for one 
layer of 24 mesh screen it was 2.5%; for one layer of 45 mesh screen 
it was 2.8%; and for one layer of 86 mesh screen and one lower layer 
of 62 mesh screen it was 1%. 
It was observed that for any configuration of screens in the 
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plenum chamber, that when the velocity at the nozzle exit was 
increased, the turbulence intensity at the nozzle exit also increased 
slightly. This variation was approximately linear and is shown in 
Figure A.3. This was confirmed by the information supplied by the 
probe manufacturer [13]. 
In order to generate turbulence levels greater than 10% 
disturbances had to be generated in the air flow. Experimentation 
showed that the easiest way of obtaining variable turbulence 
intensities was to use a single layer of perforated sheet and apply 
tape in the center of this sheet for various amounts of turbulence. 
This perforated sheet was 1/32 inch thick and had 1/8 inch diameter 
holes uniformly distributed on centers of 3/16 inch. 
equivalent to 5 mesh screen. 
This is roughly 
The final arrangement of the nozzle and screen which was used 
for most of the investigation is shown in Figure A.4. The perforated 
sheet was installed 12 inches above the nozzle exit and had quide 
plates to contain the air and direct it into the nozzle entrance. 
These guide plates also helped to insure a uniform velocity profile 
at the nozzle exit. A strip of 1 inch wide tape was put on the left 
hand side of the perforated plate in order to give symmetrical flow 
at the nozzle exit. 
Strips of tape of various widths were placed in the middle of the 
perforated plate in order to generate different amounts of turbulence 
at the nozzle exit. Table A.2 lists the values of tape widths, t, 
used and the corresponding levels of turbulence intensity generated 
at the nozzle exit. 
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l Air Flow 
Sheet 
Figure A. 4. Screen and Nozzle Setup 
Table A.2 Turbulence Intensities Obtained 
for Varying Tape Widths 
No. t (in.) TI (%) 
1 0 2.0 
2 1/4 4.5 
3 3/8 7.0 
4 1/2 9.0 
5 1 10.0 
6 2 14.0 
7 4 19.0 
size screen was used in place of the perforated plate with tapes. 
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In this investigation, 15 sets of runs were conducted consisting 
of 5 levels of initial turbulence intensity. For each level of 
turbulence the velocity used was 400, 800, and 1200 feet per minute. 
The first level of turbulence, 1%, was created by using a combination 
of 62 and 86 mesh screen. The four remaining turbulence intensity 
levels of 4.5%, 7%, 10%, and 14% were created by using the perforated 
plate with the appropriate width of tape in the center. 
Figure A.5 shows the initial velocity profiles which were used 
and how the initial turbulence intensities appear for a velocity of 
800 FPM. It is apparent from Figure A.5 that the initial velocity 
profiles were uniform to within approximately 5% and that the initial 
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I. Basic Principles 
The turbulence measurements in this experiment were made using 
the hot-wire anemometer. The hot-wire anemometer employs a detecting 
element, a probe which consists of a thin wire 2 to 10 microns in 
diameter heated by an electric current. As the fluid passes over the 
wire, the wire becomes cooled, its temperature drops and the 
electrical resistance of the wire decreases. The amount of heat 
transfer depends upon several criteria: flow velocity, temperature 
difference between the wire and the fluid, physical properties of 
the fluid, and the dimensions and properties of the wire. 
Anemometers can be either the constant current type or the 
constant temperature type. A schematic diagram of both types is 
shown in Figure B.l. 
Both types of systems are based on King's Law, which related the 
balance between the energy due to electric heating and the energy due 
to convective cooling. King's Law as described by Hinze [30] may be 
written as 
R - R A+ BIU (B-1) 
w g 
where R is the wire resistance, I is the current, R is the air 
w g 
resistance, and A and B are constants determined by calibration 
techniques. 








(a) Constant- Current Anemometer 
Servo 
Amplifier 
(b) Constant- Temperature Anemometer 
Figure B .I. Schematics of Hot-wire Anemometry System 
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Equation (B-1) may also be written as, 
v 2 
b (B-2) 
where Vb is the voltage at a particular velocity, V
0 
is the voltage 
at zero velocity, and B is a constant. 
The constant temperature anemometer uses as the main components, 
a Wheatstone bridge of which the probe forms a part, and a servo 
amplifier. The servo amplifier supplies electric current through the 
bridge to heat the sensor. At a certain voltage the bridge is kept 
exactly balanced. Any change in probe resistance due to cooling will 
result in an increase in amplifier output current. The bridge is 
always kept balanced by adjusting the bridge voltage while the amount 
of power supplied to keep the wire at constant temperature becomes 
directly proportional to the velocity of the surrounding stream of air. 
The single probe is mounted perpendicular to the direction of the 
flow and the measurement of the DC voltage output signal from the wire 
corresponds to the mean velocity. The AC part of the output signal 
from the wire corresponds to the turbulence intensity. A wind tunnel 
and calibrated nozzle in a Disa calibration unit (55D40) was used for 
calibration of the output signal from the wire to give the mean 
velocity of the flow. 
II. Basic Equations 
A. Single-wire Anemometry System 
Solving for U in equation (B-2) results in 
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u (B-3) 
Differentiation of U in equation (B-3) gives 
dU (B-4) 
Rearrangement of equation (B-4) and substituting for U in 
equation (B-3) yields 
dU 4 dVb 
u 2 vb v 
(B-5) 
1 - (~) 
vb 
The turbulent velocity is defined by equation (2) of 
Section III and represented in Figure B.2 
u u + u 
Differentiating the above equation results in equation (B-6) 
0 
dU =I+ du (B-6) 
Substitution into equation (B-5) yields equation (B-7) 
du 4 dVb 
- (B-7) u 
v 
2 vb 
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Figure B. 2. Schematic of Single- wire and X-wire Probe 
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Replacing du and dVb in equation (B-7) by J:2 and J:2 respectively 
and U and Vb by their averaged value U and Vb yields 
1:2 4 v (B-8) u v 2 ~ 
1 - (~) 
vb 
Equation (B-8) represents the longitudinal turbulence. 
Hinze [30] defines a relation between the root-mean-square 
velocity, J:2 and the corresponding root-mean-square voltage by 
s~ (B-9) 
where s is the sensitivity factor of the single wire. 
B. Cross-wire Anemometry System 
The X-probe used in this system was a Disa type 55A32. It 
consisted of two hot-wires placed in an x-array and displaced 
symmetrically about the mean flow direction. As indicated in 
Figure B.2.b, the wires are equally excited by u but oppositely 
excited by v. 
Hinze [30] defined, for the x-wires mounted 45° to the 
direction of flow 
(B-10) 
where e and e are the fluctuating components of the bridge I II . 
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voltages of the wires I and II respectively and s 1 and s 2 are 
the sensitivity factors of the wires I and II respectively. 
Combining equations (B-8) and (B-9) ones obtains relations 
for the sensitivity factor s 1 and s 2 
E 2 E 
[1 - (-0-) ]__!_!_ 
EII 40 
where E1 and E11 are bridge voltages of the wires I and II 
respectively. 
If the bridge voltages are equalized, 
E II E c 
where E is the common voltage, the sensitivities are equal 
c 
E 2 E 
0 c 
s = [l - (E) ] 4U 
c 
Then, equations (B-10) become 
e
1 
s(u + v) 








+ e ) 1 u -(e 2s es 2s I II 
(B-15) 
1 





are defined as the summation and the difference 
of the two signals: 
e + e I II 
e - e I II 
Taking the root-mean-square of equations (B-15) yields 







Substituting s from equation (B-13) into equations (B-17) and 
(B-18) and after rearranging, the relations for the turbulence 
intensities are obtained 
1:2 l 2 2 es 
u 2 E E c 
(B-19) 
1 - (~) E 
c 
1:2 l 2 2 eD 
u 2 E (B- 20) 
E c 




E 2 E 
1 - (2) c 
E 2 
c 
the equations for turbulence intensities become 
f:2 1 fe 2 
u a s 
1:2 1 l 2 
u a eD 






multiplying the corresponding sides of equation (B-15) and (B-16) 
and taking the time average results in 
uv (B-24) 
In substituting s into equation (B-24) and rearranging yields 





Pepper [45] and Disa [14] show that the term e 8 e 0 can be 
measured by measuring the correlation factor RAB and calculating 
the term e 8e 0 by 
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G G R' 
AB~ (B-26) 
where GA and GB are attenuator settings on the correlator. 
Equation (B-25) becomes 
In summary, the single channel constant temperature 
anemometer system (see Figure 20) was used to measure the 
(B-27) 
velocity, velocity profile, and the turbulence intensity by use 
of equation (B-8) . The double channel constant temperature 
anemometer system (see Figure 21) was used to measure the 
cross-correlation factor and thereafter the Reynolds shear 
stress by use of equation (B-25). And finally, the eddy 





During the calibration phases, equation (B-18) was used to 
measure the longitudinal turbulence intensity by the X-wire 
system. This result was used for verification of the results 
obtained from the single wire system (equation (B-8)). This 
verification was always satisfactory. Similar verifications 
were also carried out by Pepper [45]. 
APPENDIX C 
DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 
Preliminary measurements indicated that the profiles of the 
velocity U, bridge voltage Vb (from single-wire probe), and common 
voltage E (from X-wire probe) were symmetric about the air jet 
c 
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centerline. For this reason, only half of the jet profiles of U, Vb, 
andEcwere recorded. For the correlation factor R~B either symmetry 
occurred with respect to the jet centerline or it changed sign at 
the centerline. R' had peaks which were of equal magnitude on each AB 
side of the jet. Therefore only the half profile was necessary for 
the Reynolds shear stresses. 
I. Measurement of the Velocity 
The x-direction movement of the x-y recorder was driven by DC 
power from the potentiometer on the displacement mechanism. It was 
adjusted at all times so that 1/2 inch of the probes displacement 
would move the recorder pen 1 inch. The total inaccuracy induced by 
both the worm gear driving the arm and the initial positioning was 
approximately 0.03 inches. 
For the y-direction of the x-y recorder, the scales were changed 
between the various velocities which were tested. For 400 FPM the 
scale factor was 50 FPM per inch, 800 FPM it was 100 FPM per inch, 
and for 1200 FPM it was 200 FPM per inch. The accuracy of the 
velocity readings varied with both the selected scale factor and the 
local turbulence intensity. When the initial turbulence intensity 
was greater than 10% the fluctuations in the mixing region of the 
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recorded profiles were excessive. For these cases, pinpointing the 
exact velocity for the mixing region on the recorded plot was 
difficult and very inaccurate. 
In order to ameliorate the readings to some extent, the half 
profiles of the true bridge voltage Vb was also recorded. The reason 
for this was that the ratio of the voltage fluctuation to the velocity 
fluctuation, dVb/dU was only 18%, 12%, and 9% for the velocities 400, 
800, and 1200 FPM respectively [13]. For example, for the profiles 
for the 800 FPM velocity at 10% initial turbulence intensity, the 
band width of the plotted line for velocity was approximately 1 inch, 
whereas for the plotted Vb line it was approximately 0.12 inch. This 
made finding the average velocity at each point along the profile 
easier to evaluate. However, more work was required when using the 
vb profile since at each point Vb had to be converted to the 
corresponding velocity in FPM using the calibration curve. 
II. Calculation of Velocity Gradients 
Velocity gradients were found from the velocity profile by use 










u1 and u2 are the velocities on either sides of the velocity U, in 
FPM. y 1 and y 2 are ordinates of u1 and u2 , in inches. 
6U was in FPM and 6y was varied from 0.025 to 0.10 inches. 
Experience indicated that the velocity gradients were the most 
difficult quantities to be determined accurately. Although the 
smallest increment possible for 6y was taken, a small deviation of 
the velocity led to large errors in the calculation of velocity 
gradients and therefore the calculation of the eddy viscosity. The 
data scattering for eddy viscosity was due mostly to the induced 
error during the determination of velocity and velocity gradients. 
Compensation for this problem was made by using a large number of 
experimental points in order to provide meaningful average values. 
To increase the accuracy of calculating velocity gradients, the 
voltage profile Vb was used again. Looking at equation (B-3), 
dU 4 dVb 
u 2 ~ (B-3) v 
1 - ( __ o) 
vb 
the velocity gradient could be calculated at y 1 and y 2 by taking 
III. Measurement of the Common Voltage E 
c 
The common voltage as well as RiB were measured by X-wire system 
(see Figure 23). The recording of Ecwas similar to that of Vb. The 
construction of the displacement mechanism (see Figure 24) showed 
that the X-wire probe was held l/2 inch apart from the single-wire 
probe. Great care was exercised during the positioning and 
transversing of the X-wire probe such that Ecand R~B were measured 
at the corresponding position where Vb and U were measured with the 
single-wire system. 
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IV. Calculation of the Correlation Factor and Reynolds Shear Stresses 
Two signals ei and eii from two anemometers were fed to the first 
correlator (see Figure 23) where the summation es and the difference 
e were computed. Both signals had been attenuated by the factor D 
(GA)l and (GB)l respectively on the correlator. To assure a proper 
addition and subtraction, (GA)l and (GB)l were set equal at (GA)l. 
The preliminary calibration showed that voltages obtained at the 
output terminals for es and e 0 were only half of their true actual 
value. Therefore, the true scale factors for the signals that were 
received at the summation and difference terminals were 2(G ) . A l 
These summation and difference signals were then fed to the 
second correlator and were attenuated by the factors (GA) 2 and (GB) 2 
during the measurement of R~B· Equation (B-24) allowed the 
calculation of the Reynolds shear stresses (with a sign difference) , 
T 
v 





The sensitivity factor a was calculated using equation (B-20). 
E 2 E 
a [1 - (___£_) ]~ E 2 
c 
V. Calculation of Eddy Viscosity 
or 
and 
Eddy viscosity was defined by equation (43) 
T 
E = b.U/b.y 















where U was measured in FPM, b.y in inches. So as to express E in 
ft 2/sec with the given dimensions for U, b.U and b.y (FPM, FPM, and IN.), 
equation (C-5) was changed to 
2 
where E is in ft /sec. 
E = 
-2 T u \) 
720 b.U/b.y (C-6) 
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Combining equations(C-2) and (C-6) one obtains 
(C-7) 
E was calculated using a data reduction computer program and run 
on the Time Sharing Option (TSO) . 
The maximum values of the eddy viscosity were evaluated and 
used in this investigation. The maximum values of Reynolds shear 
stresses and hence of eddy viscosity happened around the velocity of 
U /2 [54], therefore data were reduced around the velocity U /2 in 
0 0 
order to find the maximum values. 
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APPENDIX D 
ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS 
This appendix focuses on the analysis and discussion of the 
degree of uncertainty in the experimental measurements for the heat 
transfer through the recirculated air curtain. The error analysis 
results will be used to fix the relative bandwidth of confidence 
within which the measured data should lie. The work by Smith [53] 
will be used for the necessary experimental information required for 
its error evaluation. 
The total heat transfer through an air curtain was calculated 
by the formula 
(D-1) 
where Q is the sensible heat added or removed from the air curtain 
s 
stream. Q~ is the latent heat added or removed from air curtain 
stream and Q is the heat gain through the walls of the test tare 
chamber. 
Sensible heat Q is calculated by equation (D-2) 
s 
m C (t - t ) p e -b 
where te and tb are the dry bulb temperatures at return duct and 
(D-2) 
supply duct. These temperatures were measured at locations E and B 
of the apparatus as shown in Figure 19. m is the mass flow rate of 
air and is calculated by equation (D-3) , 
m p u s 
a a (D-3) 
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where pa is the density of air measured at point A and UA is the 
mean velocity of air in the supply duct, S is the cross section area 
of supply duct (Sis equal to 0.7847 ft 2 ). 
The sensible heat can be expressed as 
(D-4) 






The derivatives of f 1 in equation (D-5) can be evaluated from 
equation (D-2) yielding 
oQ < ic (t - tb)oml+lm C ot !+lm C otbl 
s p e p e p (D-6) 
The uncertainty for the experimental data for t and tb can be 
. e 
stated, however, the error for m must be calculated using equation 





-- op + --au . 
Clp a au a 
a a 
(D-8) 
Taking the derivatives appearing in equation (D-8) using equation (D-3) 
yields 
om 2 I u s op 1 +I p s ou I . 
a a a a 
Substituting om from equation (D-9) into equation (D-6) yields 
o Q < 1 s c < t - tb > r u o p + p o u J 1 + 1 m c < o t + o tb > 1 . s p e a a a a p e 
The latent heat Q£ can be calculated using the standard 
formulas from the A.S.H.R.A.E. Handbook of Fundamentals [4] 1 
where hf is the latent heat of evaporation and We and Wb are g 





respectively. We and Wb are defined by the following equations [4] 1 
(1093. 0 - 0.556t*)W - 0.24(t - t*) 
w 
e se e e 




(1093.0 - 0.556tb)Wsb- 0.24(tb - t;> 
wb 1093.0 + 0.444tb - tb 
(D-13) 
where 
w saturation humidity ratio at t 
se e 
wsb saturation humidity ratio at tb 
t* wet bulb temperature at return duct 
e 
t* b wet bulb temperature at supply duct. 
The latent heat Q£ can be written as 
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(D-14) 
The uncertainty for the experimental values of Qt can be evaluated as 
The partial derivatives in equation (D-15) can be evaluated from 
equation (D-11) yielding 
where 8m is evaluated by equation (D-9) , and 8We and 8Wb can be 









Partial derivatives of f 4 in equation (D-18) can be evaluated using 
equation (D-12) , 
and 
-0.24(1093+0.444t -t*)-[(1093-0.556t*)W -0.24(t -t*)]0.444 
e e e se e e 
(1093+0.444t -t*) 2 
e e (D-19) 
(1093+0.444t -t*) (-0.556W +0.24)+(1093-0.556t*)W -0.24(t -t*) 
e e se e se e e 
(1093+0.444t -t*) 2 
e e (D-20) 
and 










Substituting equations (D-9), (D-18) and (D-22) into equation (D-16) 
yields the uncertainty for the experimental values of Q£, 
(D-25) 
8f4 8f4 afs 8f5 
where~' at*' ~, at* are calculated using equations (D-19), (D-20), 
e e b b 
(D-23) and (D-24). 
Finally, the uncertainty of the experimental data of total heat 
transfer is given in equation (D-26) . 
oQ + 8Qn + oQt s x.- are (D-26) 
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where oQs and oQ~ are calculated using equations (D-10) and (D-25) 
and determination of oQ will be discussed later. 
tare 
The equations (D-10) and (D-25) show that the uncertainty for 
the experimental values of heat transfer is caused by the uncertainty 
in the experimental values of the following parameters, p , U , t , 
a a -b 
t I 
e 
t* and Q 
e tare· 
pa and Ua were measured at the supply duct prior to the air 
entering the plenum chamber at duct pressure and temperature. The 
uncertainty associated with the measured values of p was found to be 
a 
±0.001 lbm/ft3 . Smith [53] made measurements of the air velocity U 
a 
at location A using a standard pitot tube traverse, a hot-wire 
anemometer traverse, and a TSI-4100 Air Flow Meter. The last two 
techniques were used to check the air velocity U measured by the 
a 
pitot tube. Smith [53] found that the uncertainty associated with 
the measured values of U was equal to ±5%. 
a 
The dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures tb, tb, te and t:, at 
the locations B and E were measured by Alumel-Chromel thermocouples. 
These thermocouples were checked against calibrated thermometers 
installed at the same locations. The uncertainty associated with 
experimental values of the dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures was 
estimated at ±0.2°F. 
The tare load Qt was determined by closing the front of the 
are 
test chamber and measuring the heat gain through the walls at various 
room-case temperature differences. The error in measurements of 
Q was estimated to be ±100 Btu/hr. 
tare 
From the above discussion, the uncertainty of the various 
experimental quantities can be deduced as follows. 
op 0.001 lbm/ft3 
a 







ot* b 0.2°F 
OQtare 100 Btu/hr 
A computer program was used to evaluate the uncertainty of the 
experimental values for an air curtain jet of U = 700 ft/min (or 
0 
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U = 1152 ft/min) at various initial turbulence intensities (1, 3, 6, 
a 
9 and 12%). The uncertainty of the experimental values of Qs' Q£ and 
Qt are listed in Table D.l. 
Table D.l Error Analysis of Experimental Heat Transfer 
through an Air Curtain at U 700 ft/min 
0 
TI OQQ, oQ s OQ t 
(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr) 
1 504 852 1256 
3 540 870 1310 
6 576 918 1394 
9 570 876 1346 
12 606 876 1382 
From Table D.l and Table VII it was found that the maximum 
relative error present in the heat transfer measurement was 10.25% 
which appears to be reasonable for this type of measurement. The 
eddy viscosity model results for heat transfer represented by the 
solid curve in Figure 47 lies between the bandwidth of uncertainty 
outlined by the values given in Table D.l. 
In conclusion, the heat transfer measurements presented by 
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Smith [53] had an uncertainty of 10.25% and agreed very well with the 
eddy viscosity model results. 
